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CHAPI'ER I

INTRODUCTION
For many years a difference of opinion has existed regarding the
relative effectiveness of the various methods for the relief or farmers
in financial distress. Much-interest has been centered around price
support programs which would pr�vent farmers from becoming financially

distressed but little attention has been devoted to an analysis of

modern farm bankruptcy legislation which would permit individual tanners
to rehabilitate tt,.emselves when faced with economic ruin.
A. Financial Distress Among Farmer,
North 1!19, South Dakota ��---

!11

Financial Difficulties Fglloying World Warf
World War I brought a period of prosperity for agriculture. Farm

income rose sharply. from 1914 to 1919, ·more as a result .:of inflation

than or increased production. The high earnings of farm lands caused
a major land boom which reached its peak in the early part or 1920.
Real estate mortgages increased rapidly during the war 78ars.
Thus in 1920, some farmers found themselves in a poorer economic
condition than they had been in 1914. At the heart of the problem was
the less favo�able relationship of the high level of fixed charges, in
cluding debt obligations ,.. to declining farm incomes. This price dis
advnntage led to a great expansion in mortga8!3 foreclosures occurring
during the 1921-25 period, great both in amount and in comparison with

previous periods.

2

l/

The need for a sound credit syste� was very apparent to farmers
and farm organization leaders during the 1920's.

Farmers have a dis

tinct need for long-term loans whereas, the customary types of comm
ercial and industrial loans wer e usually for short terms and geared to
a rapid turnover.
The trouble, however, was not merely due to the length of loan
but also to the drop in ..prices which reduced farmers incomes to such
an extent that they were little more likely to be able to pay after a
longer period than at the time the note was due.

Many farmers in the

Great Plains simply had to give up their farms and start again,
[?epresston and Drought
In the early thirties, ·farmers in North and South Dakota felt the
t'Win. impact of severely depressed prices and an unprecedented drought.
The number of foreclosures in these statee serves to illustrate the
financial plight of many farmers,
During the ten-year period ..of 1930-39, the total number of forced
sales in North Dakota amounted to 48 per cent of all farms; the per
cent for South Dakota was 67.

y At

least part of this difference may

have been due to more vigorous public measures in North Dakota to pro
tect the farmer-debtor.

The number of £orced sales for the United

States as a whole amounted to 29 per cent of all farms.

'JI

Gabriel Lundy, Fa� Mortgage Experience in S9uth Dakota, Bulletin
Experiment Station,
370, Agricultural Economics Department, Agricultural
.,
South Dakota State College, 1943, p.. 9.
Y A. R. Johnson, The F!tm Real Est,ate Situation� Circular 780 United
States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. c., 1947, p. 6.
J/ Rainer Schickele and Reuben Engelking,, I.and Values and � ·l&.nsl
Market !n � �ota, Bulletin 353, Agr ultural Experiment Station,
Nortp Dakota Agricultural College, 1949, p. 43.

i/
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Not all these forced sales involved whole farms and some proper•
ties were foreclosed more than on�e; in add�tion, some foreclosed
properties were later redeemed by the farmer. Ai'ter making allowance
for these factors, it may be estimated that about one-third of all
farm families in North and South Dakota lost whatever equity they had
in their farms through foreclos�e during the ten-year period of 1930-

I./

39.

The numeer of persons who lost their farms, however, only begins

to indicate the seriousness of the resulting conditions.
loss

or

In most cases,

farm meant loss of life savings, migration and lower tenure

status.

Many farm families did not give up easily and attempted to

pay their. indebtedness by reducing their level of living, depleting
their seil and allowing their equipnent to-�eteriorate.
Individual lenders, insurance companies and other financial insti
tutions were severely s�ken by the deterioration of the financial
structure.

The dependence of the rural banks on farm prosperity is

indicated by the fact that the volume of bank failures in North and
South Dakota compared remarkably with the number of farm mortgage fore
closures.
One of the earliest steps taken by the Federal Government to re
lieve the financial plight or farmers was a move to reorganize and
strengthen government-sponsored farm credit agencies. The Emergency
Farm Mortgage Act provided for refinancing, through l.a.nd bank loans,
the tho�nds of farm mortgages that were b ng called by private
lenders.

The Fa.ni Credit Act •f 1933 set up a comprehensive system or

Federally sp·onsored agricultural credit ag c;ies.

jJ :J;bid;,

p. 43-4 5.

4
The various relief programs extended into the agricultural areas
in a wholly unprecedented way. Farmers for almost the first time in
their history were directly concerned with relief for the farm unem
ployed.

Whereas farmers had customarily managed with very little

direct relief, hundreds of thousands of them now came to be supported
at least partially, through one or another of the Federal, state or
local relief agencies, This was partioula.rly true of the "dust bowl"
areas in the Plain States.
A total of over 76 million dollars was spent by the various relief
agencies in South Dakota ch,lring the period 1930-1935.

Included in

this total were county relief expenditures of over seven million, Civil
Works Administrati.on expenditures of over six million, and direct re
lief by state and Federal agencies amounti'tlg to over 40 million dol
In addition, the Civilian Conservation Corps provided nearly

lars.

14 million dollars in salaries to persons in need of employment.

�

The large scale farm foreclosures and bankruptcies in the 1930's
were accompanied by a great deal of social unrest and difficulties of
law enforcement. Emotions were at a high pitch and public opinion
was strongly opposed to the actions of creditors.

In 1933, for example,

a large group of farmers organized a march on Aberdeen, South Dakota,
to prevent the local sheriff from going through with a public foro
closure sale.

Incidents such as this were not un<Dmmon during the early

years of the depression.
It was during this critical period that farmer-debtor relief leg-

3/

w. F. Ktunlien A Gra,phip Summa.ry ��Relief Sitya.t1on 1n �
Dakota, 12JQ-�, Bui1etin 310, Agricul �l Experiment Station, South
Dakota State College, 1937, p. 56.
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islation was first proposed.

In March 1933, Federal legislation was

enacted which provided a means for debt composition when the farmer

became unable, even temporarily, to meet payments on his obligations.
The new modifications of the law were designed to protect the interests
of both the farmer and the creditors by anticipating the need for ac
tion before irrepairable damage occurred.
The 1937 South Dakota Legislature passed a bill ( Chapter 207 of the
Session laws), authorizing the Circuit Court to extend the period of
redemption after foreclosure.

The length of the redemption period was

left to the discretion of the court except that the maximum length of
extensions was limited to a March 1 1 1939, termination date.

In order to justify this foreclosure moratori� legislation, the

South Dakota legislature ma.de the following observations in regard to
economic and social conditions during the d�pression:
Whereas, the several years just passed, dominated as they have
been by poor crops _and exceedingly low prices for farm products,
have been followed in 1936 by a statewide and destructive drought
causing a complete failure of all crops with the result that own
ers of real estate, particularly farmers, are without income or
credit, effecting seriously the general business condition of the
state •••• and it is estimated that approximately one-third of the
whole population or the state have been forced to seek public
relief, • • ••••••••••••••• a large number or foreclose and execu
tion sales are now in progress throughout the State wi th the re
sult that many owners of real estate and their families will be
thrown out of their homes and reduced to the condition and status
of temporary tenancy and in addition it appears to be the fixed
policy of large mortgage holders to refuse to rent a foreclosured
farm to the former owner thereof, -thereby unjustly diecriminating
against the debtor who has been so unfortunate as to lose his home
through foreclosure or execution sale proceedings•• • ••••• • • • • • • g/
An extreme feeling of hopelessness prevailed among farmers during
tho 1930•s. Relatively few farmers ever too� advantage of the emergency

� �ession 1mm, 2!: S9uth Dakota, State Publishing Company, Pierre,
South Dakota, 1937, p. 274.

. 6
laws designed to help keep ·them on their fnrms.

Many farmers in North

and South Dakota simply abandoned their farms to their creditors and
moved to California and the Pacific Northwest.
An example of the hopeless condition of ma� farmers my be fout;id
in the following testimony of a farmer applying for debt reli ef in
North Dakota .

He was asked this question :

"Have you got enough equip

ment and help so that you �ould farm all of the plow land on your place?"
Answer :

"Well, no ,. I haven 1 t.

I farmed until I am just about no good

myself and machinery and horses and everything is shot. " As to his
building he said :

nThe sun and the wind are j ust beating them up so we

can look through them any place." He testified that bis horses were
not capable of working the farm , that he had no seed or tractor but
that his boys would put in � crop if it rained.

He further testified

that he we · going to quit and drive away because tt I have lived in sand
storms for y e ars.

Lots of days we had to take the family and drive

away, " This farmer had worked on the Works Project Admini stration for
several months and had received some local relief.

1./

A gradual economic recovery took place during the latter 1930 ' s.
However, generally unfavorable economi c conditions prevailed among
farmers in the Dakotas throughout the entire decade . The number of
fa.rm f•!eclosures was still very high in 1940 and the number or farmer
bankruptcies in North Dakota did not reach its peak until 1942 .
War and P;rosperity

•

During most of the 1940 1 s farmer s in lorth and South Dakota. exper

ienced a period of prosperity.

Prices and crop yields were generally

V This t estimony was taken from bankrupt cy case 355, Federal ·Dist,rict
Court , Fargo, North Dakota, 1938.

. 7
bett.er than in earlier decades. Living sta.ndo. rds were rai13ed dub
stantially, mortgages were lifted and some liq uid savings were acoum
ulated.
Support programs for essentia l commodities have introd uced an
element of certainty and stability into the farm price situation.
Mortgages are, in many instances, on a long-term basis with rela tively
low rates of interest.

Several government agencies now provide for

some agricultural credit or some form of financial support in case of
distress. These are factors which seemingly differentiate the 1950 ' s
from the 1920 ' s and 1930 1 s and tend to mako a recurrence of an agri
cultural depression leas likely.
However, it should not be assumed that farmers are now immune to
widespread economic · distress. either on a na tional or regional a·cale.
Modern methods of farming Tlliy make farmers more vulnerable to changes
in yields, prices and incomes. Cash expenses and capital outlays are
relatively higher than in the past. A drop in farm prices or incomes
could res ult in a rapid rise in indebtedness and make it very difficult
for the farmer to borrow adequate funds.
The offe6tive�ess of the present price-support program is limited
to certain crops and livestodk. A period

or unfavorable weather condi

tions, �uch as the drought of the 1930 's could render the ontire price
support program ineffective.
In recent years, whenever general economic conditions have deter
iorated--such as in 1949 and again in 1953

griculturo was affected

instantly and strongly. It may be oxpected that in the ruturo, agri
c ulture will remain a s sensitive and vulnel'e.ble to adverse economic
fluctuations as in the past.

8
B.

Obj ecti ves � � for the Study

The obj ectives of this study wer e . ( l ) to analyze t he operation
of general bankruptcy procedure as used by farmers ; (2 ) to appraise
the effectiveness of se ction 75 of the United · States Bankruptcy Act
as a relief measure and of the Frazier-Lemke Act in particular; and
( 3 ) to evaluate the bankruptcy e xperience of farmers in North and
South Dakota from 1928-1953 , in r egard to the developnent or effective
farmer-debtor relier legislation.
It is generally agreed that farmers are very vulnerable to price,
income, and weather flu ctuations.

Therefore, it has been contended

that, in the national interest, farmers need and deserve legislative
assistance t o protect them from £inancial distress and the subsequent
loss of their farms a. nd homes.
Section 75 of the Bankruptcy laws of the United States , and
particularly subsection (s ) , the Frazier-Lemke Act, were pa ssed by
Congress in an effort to afford debt relief to insolve nt farmers which
would permit them t o retain ownership of their farms .·

This act result 

ed in a scaledown of the original debt at the initiative of t he borrow
er and under supervision of the courts.
The legislat ion encountered the hostility

or the lower courts even

after its constitutiona lity was upheld by the Supreme Court . It was
generally considered , even by its supp orters, to have been poorly
drafted.

The numbers of fa rmer bankruptcies in North and South Da kota 19281953 were relatively small when compared to tbe number o� foreclosures
during the same period.

Farmers were apparently not informed, unable ,

9
or unwilling to seek relief under existing bankruptcy laws, Further
inquiry into the reasons for this situation would seem to be justified
in view of the recent efforts in the United States Congress to make
farmer-debtor relief legislation a permane·nt part of our bankruptcy la ws.

c. frocedure
In order to gain insight into these problems , the follo�ng approach
was used :

( l } Preliminary information was obtained from court dockets

of farmer bankruptcies ;

(2 ) This information was tabulated and sample

case s selected for more detailed analysis ;

(3 )

From

this sample , a small

number of cases was micro-filmed to permit a more complete analysis of
their apparent relevance to the problems involved in the financial rehabilitation of distressed farmers.
Gat hering Preliminary Dat,.a
Preliminary information on farmer bankruptcy proceedings was ob
tained from the dockets of the United States District Courts at Fargo,
North Dakota, and Sioux Falls, South Dakota. These dockets record each
case in a summary manner but contain only information which involves the
activity of the court itself.
A mimeographed form was prepared and used in each state to record
the name and residence of debtor , date of filing petition, date of
discharge or dismissal, and type of procedure ( Appendix II ) .
These forms were filled out for a total o f �,733 case dockets in North
Dakota and 792 case dockets in South Dakota. T hese dockets include
all farmer bankruptcy case s occurring in North a nd South Dakota d�ing
the years 1928-1953.

10

Selecting

the

S;m12le

Case;

On the basis of county tabulations of the above data, f'our counties
Geographical distri

in South Dakota were selected f'or detailed study.

bution �nd total number of' section 75 cases in each county f'rom 19331949 were used as the criteria f'or selection, i. e. , the counties select
ed had a large numbor of section 75 cases and were typical of' the farm
ing area in which they were located. The four counties selected were
Brown, Moody, Perkins, and Yankton with 48, 32, 5 , and 20 eection 75
cases respectively.

A do cument schedule was filled out for each section 75 case in the
above counties.
This schedule was set up to show the financial position of tne
farmer-debtor before · and during the bankruptqy procedure. The following
information was obtained wherever. possible :
( 1 ) Type of' farming :

size of fa.rm, personal property and livestock.

(2) Financial position of' debtor :

names of creditors, amounts

of' debts, value of securities, and assets ( as given by the far
mer in his petition. )
( 3 ) Appraised value of assets :

obtained whenever possible ( some

cases did not have nppraiser t s report. )
(4 ) Outcome of case:

If dismissed, reason for dismissal; if' dis

charged, general statement of composition.
Gftfe:'StJjfR
Detailed ini'ormation as to the substance

r

ea.ch bankruptcy ·ca se is

contained in separate folder e which are kept by the United States Dis
trict Clerk of' Oourts.

These folders a.re gen rally quite voluminous

. 11
and - require a lengthy examination.

In order to facilitate the analysis

or these cases, it was decided to pl.a.c� the contents of the se folders
on micro-filtn.
These micro-filmed cases were not selected a t random but were select
ed ao as to represent various periods or time, during the period 1933-

1949, since it was assumed that the procedure and attitudes or the oourts
changed over the years.
The 25 mises, 10 discharged nnd 15 dismissed cases selected for
micro-filming from the tour counties ere as follows:
Countz:

NYmbet 2t. s1:Z� Caseg
Discharged Dismipsed

Numb�r in Sam�le
Discharged Dismissed

Brown

9

39

.6

4

Moody

2

3Q

1

4·

Perkins

0

5

0

5
15

Yankton
Total

-2-

..li.

-'L

16

89

10

Analyzing :trhe Data
The prelimina.ry data for North and South Dakota was tabulated by
year, type or procedure, county , and economic area .

An attempt was ma.de

to analyze the overall record of farm bankruptcies and farm foreclosures.
The individual section 75 cases in the ca se study were thoroughly
examined in terms 0£ (1 ) the ca uses of finaneia l distress, ( 2 ) economic
and social benefits to the debtor, ( 3 ) financial iosses incurred by the
creditors, and (4 ) general effectiveness of the law .

T he case study method wa s decided upon due to the extremely compli

cated nature of bankruptcy case s in general and section 75 ca.see in par-

12

ticular. It wa.s felt that a.n intensive study ot a· small number of cases
would reveal more information than a more general study of all cases.

CHAPl'ER II

BANKRUPI'CY IAWS AND PROCEDURE
A. History

2' Be.nkrµptcy

Legislation

"Bankruptcy a.s it is known today is eesentially a device to collect
the assets of a debtor • • • • tor the purpose ct selling them and distri
buting the proceeds equitablJ among creditors and, where the conduct of
the debtor permits, to make it pos sible tor him to secure release from
the unpaid balance of his obligations." §/
Originally, however, bankruptcy legislation had much narrower ob
jectives. The first English enactment relating to bankruptcy was pass
ed in 1542
This act and all statutes during the next 150 rears were
, , .,
��-oo

in keeping with the English policy of' trcatfng insolvents as criminals .
The debtor was not entitled to a discharge nor was he allowed to be
adjudged a bankrupt voluntarily, i. e. , on his own initiative.
Two radical cha.Qgos were introduced during the early eighteenth
/

I

century which changed bankruptcy from a quasi-criminal proceaging into
a strictly liquidating device.

/

F irst; a distinction was made bet
we,en
I

I ( J/

fraudulent and honest debtors. Fraudulent debtors were treated a& < /

/

felons , but honest debtors, with the consent or the creditors , were entitled to a discharge. Second; creditors were allowed to participate
in the administration of bankruptcies through election or a trustee.
The next significant change in bankruptcy legislation came near
the beginning of the nineteenth century when voluntary bankruptcies

§/ Encyclopaedia 2t � Soai.al Science; (Edwin R. A. Seligman, .
editor) Volume II, T he Macmillan Company,
.. York, 1930, p. J.49.
��
(SQ_UJtl DAKOTA. STA-��c;p��-G E_ ..IJ�

....,._

····· -- - ·
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were permitted .

From that time on, bankruptcy wa s to be equally at the

service of the debtor and the creditor.
Early United S tates BankruptQY Legislation
The first bankruptcy law in the United States was passed in 1800.
It contained a provi sion for involuntary bankr uptcy only and continued
in force for about three years until its repeal in 1803.
The next statute was enacted in 1841.

This law contained both a

voluntary and an involuntary feature, but it was repealed artei: only
two years.

2/

In 1867 another act was passed� This law was repealed in 1878.

W'

Each of these Federal statutes was enacted soon after a period of
business depression • . The first followed the business disturbance of
1797, the second the panics of 1837 and 1839; and the third was a result
of the chaotic economic conditions following the Civil War.

All of these

acts were repealed either in a period of prosperity or at a time when
general business conditions had im�roved.

The significance of this

relationship becomes more evident when the purpose of bankruptcy as a
liquidating and reha bilito.ting device is recalled .

From the point of

view of both creditors and debtors, the need for bankruptcy legislation
would be most acute in periods of depression.

U/

The Nationnl Bankruptcy A ct 9f 1898
Since 1898 the emergency character of bankruptcy legislation baa

§} David L. Wickens, [armer Bankrµptcio sI W§-12J2, Circular 414
United Stntes Department of Agric ulture, Washjmgton, D. c. , 1936, p. 2.
lJJ/ For an interesting discussion of the obj ectives and procedures of
early bankruptcy leg:hlla.tion, see, Congre;sional Record, Vol. XXXI, Part
II , 55th Congress, 2 nd Session, Government Printing Office, 1898, W,ash
ington, D . c . pp. 209-212.
JJ/ Encyclopgedia 2I. the Social Science§ , 212� �. , p� 450 .
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disappeared. A Federal bankrUptcy act passed on July 1, 1898, with
certain

subsequent amendments, has gove,:ned the legal proeedurl involv

ed in farm bankruptcy cases since that time . This act provided that
tanners and

wage earners could not be placed in bankruptc y against

their will , but this provision did not apply to persons in oth er occu
pations.

The National Ba.nkruptey Act has been frequently o.mended since 1898.
Most

or the

changes bnve been designed primarily t o

add certain features

that would strengthen the law nnd nnke it equitable tor

and debtors .

A large number of changes occurred during the 1930 •s in

an effort to facili ta. te compositions and
secure

both creditors

extensions of debts nnd to

financial rehabilitation for various classes of debtors .

'JlJ

Aqicultura.l Compositions and Extensio'?!
In 1933 section 75 entitled "Agricultural Compositions and Exten
sions" was added to the annkruptcy Act .

This section as ori ginally

enacted contained sections a-r , and was designed to improve the finan
cial position of
farms .

farmers and to enable them to keep possession of their

"Alone, however , this measure proved inad equate tor t he task,

and in 1934 Congress, departing from usual bankrupt cy c oncepts, enacted
sub-section ( s ) , commonly known as the Moratorium Provision
zier-Lemke A ct . "

lJ/

or the Fra

The Fra zier-Lemke Act wns declared unconstitutional on Mny 27, 1935. ,
in Louisville � . � � � .!.• Radford ,

W

and a new subsection

F or a detailed sw;ana.ry or amendments o the National Bankruptcy
A ct , see, BanktyptoY Ie.w@ .2t � Unit9d States , G overnment Printing Office ,
Washington, D. c., 1937.
lJ/ Collier .21.1 �ankrµptCY, ( James Moore, editor), 14th edit� on, Vol.
V , Matthew Bender and Company, Albany , 1943 p . 120.
liJ 295 u. s. 555 , 28 Am. B . R. ( N .s . ) 39? ,' 55 ct. 854 , ?9 L. Ed.
1593, 97 A . L.R . 1106 .

lk/

w.

s.
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was · enacted August 28, 19.35. This provision was held constitutional in
19.37 in Wright I· Vinton Branch

Mountain Trust �.

12"

By its original terms , section 75 was to be effective for five

years from the date or its enactment . However, the lite or this pr o
vision was extended several times ,

J;W

Section 75 was allowed to expire in 1949. Therefore, at the pres
ent time , there is no legislation which applies to farmers specifically�
Farmers may however make use of Chapter 12 of the United States Bank
ruptcy I.e.ws on ttReal Property Arrangements by Persons other Than Cor
porations . "

!7/

B . Pz:9pgsed Leeislati9p
Congress has lately considered several bills designed to give debt
relief to individual tanners when in financial distres s . These bills
are all in the form ot n. new chapter to the United States Bankruptcy
Ic.ws which would replace the temporary and emergency provisions of sec
tion 75.
The senate of the 81st Congress passed a debt adjustment bill in
1951 known ns � but this bill failed to pass in the House of Repre
sentatives.
The - Senate of the 82nd and 83rd Congress possed a bill known as
tt !.&ll ,

li/

In the Nature of a Substitute" which provides essentin.lly for a

300 U.S. 440, 1,·1m. B . R. (N. S. ) 353 , 57 S. Ct. 556, 81 L. Ed.
736, 112 A . L.R. 1455..
1P/ The acts of March 4, 1938, March 4, 19Z.0, Ma.rob 11, 1944, June .3,
1946, and April 21, 1948 extended the life of section 75 for periods of
2, 4, 2, 2, and 1 year respectively.
17/ Collier � Bankry.ptcy, op, cit , , p. l.21, and 1953 Cumulative
Supplement, p. 6.
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Federal judicial moratorium.

W

The House failed to consider this issue.

In 1953-1954, .three bills wer e pending before the House of the 83rd
Congress. The se bills : �, h,1068, and

h1 J5&., were all very simi

lar to bills previously pa ssed by the Senate , · The House , however, fail

ed to net upon any of these bills during either the 83rd or the 84th
Congress.

C.

Regglar � §ankruptcy

Procedure

Who May Become a Bankrui;tt
tt Any

As

sane adult who owes debts my become e. voluntary bankrupt. n

lV

pointed out oo.rller, farmers must go through voluntary bankruptcy since

the National Bankruptcy Act �pecifically propibits farmers from being
placed in bankruptcy ngninst their will.
Debts Which Co.nnot

Be

Di§ cbargeg

The prime purpose of voluntary bankruptcy is ordinarily to secure

a discharge of the bankrupt s ' debts. A discharge is tho official de
claration, by the court, that the debtor is being relieved of the respon
sibility for his provable debt s.

Accordingly, before going f'urther it

should be noted that debts of the following types cannot be discharged
in ba�ptcy :

( 1 ) taxes ; (2 ) llo.bilities for obtaining mon ey or pro

perty under false pretenses ; ( 3 ) unscheduled debts ; (4) debts created

by

the bankrupts ' fraud or embezzlement while acting in a. fiduciary cape.city ;

Congr eseional Recczrd, Vol. XCV I II, Pa�;t, II, 82nd C o ngress 2nd Sess
ll/
ion, Government Printing Office , Washington, D. c. , 1952, pp. 3512-3515

for Senate discussion of this bill.
l3/ The Collier Bankruptcy Manual, ( Francis Kelliher, editor), Matthew
Bender and Company� Albany, 1948, p. 2 .
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( 5 ) debts for wages earned within three months before bankruptcy; and
(6 ) liability for money received from an employee as security for the
faithful performance of his duties . Furthermore , n o debt is discharge
o.ble unless it is provable by the creditor in the bankruptcy proceed�
ings.

'?!)/

Procegure Under Regular Bankrµptcx
Briefly, farm ba.nkruptcy procedure is as followv. Any farmer who
is unable to meet his obligations mAY fi1e a petition in a Federal dis
trict court , listing hie assets o.nd his liabilities.

If the court de

cides that the case warrants action, it adj udges the debtor a bankrupt
and refers the case t o a referee who is appointed by the court. The
referee notifies the creditors of a boo.ring at which they mus t prove
their cl.aims and the_ bankrupt must stand oxamina ti on, if desired. The
creditors then appoint a trustee, or upon their failure to do so, the
court appoints such an officer who, o.fter setting a.side the exemptions
of the bankrupt allowed

by

state law, o..ccounts for and remits all in

come received by him either from earnings, collection and/ or sale or
property belonging to the estnte� �
The referee '1!Af declare a dividend when there are sufficient funds
in the estate over and above the amount required to pay in f\111 the
secured claims of those that have priority.· The following clai'tlls have
priority :

( 1 ) all taxes legally due ; ( 2 ) the actual cost of preserv

ing the estate; ( 3 ) the cost of administering the ca se which the court
may allow; ( 4 ) wages due workmen, servants, etc. , which have been earned
�,-

three months prior the bankruptc y proceedings, · not to exceed $600 for

· · 'iJ/

Reference should be ma.de to Chapt·er XV I I or the United States Banlc
ruptcy I.e.w for a full discussion of the efte t of discharge in bankruptcy
and of the debts which cannot be discharge4,.
�· Ib2 Collj..er Bapk;uptgz Ma.nya.11 op, cit. , pp. 1-7 .
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each person ; and ( 5 ) debts owed to a.ny person who by state or Federal
laws is entitled to priority.

nischarge of Debt or

�

After the bankrupt has been examined at the first meeting of his

creditors, the referee :fixes a time within which obj eotions to his dis
charge must be filed. At least thirty days prior to the date fixed,
notice there of must be given to all creditors. It no objections are
filed within the time fixed·, the discharge will be granted as a matter

ot course. However, it objections are tiled, a hearing must be held. W'

Ir a discharge is granted, section 17 of the Bankruptcy Act pro

vi des that it releases the bankrupt with the exceptions noted above, from
all of his provable . debts. Ordinarily, cl.nims arising atter the da te of
filing the petition in bankruptcy are not provable, and therefore are
not affected by the bankrupt •s discharge.
Costs

of Procedyr§

When the petition is filed , the debtor must pay to the clerk of

the United States District Court tees amounting to $45. These consist
of $32 for the referee ' s salary and expense funds ; five dollars for the
trustee ; and eight dollars for the clerk.

Ir the petitioner does not

have and cannot obtain enough money to P8,7 filing fees, Genero.l Order
35 � provides that the petition may be accepted if accanpanied by n

statement of the bankrupt showing that it will be necessary for )l1m to

W
Ibi d . , pp. a-12.
� See Chapter XIV of the United States Bankruptcy Act.

� The General Orders in Bankruptcy were adopted by the ·s upreme Court
of the United States under the power conferred by section 30 of the Banlc
ruptcy Act and have the :full force of law except as they conflict .with
that act.
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pay the tees on installments .

In s u ch a ca se, however , the proceeding s

leading to dis charge ma.y not be instituted until the tiling tees have
been paid in

run.

must pay the

.feos of an attorney, if such a person is employed by him. �

In addition to the $ 45 filing tee&, tho petitioner

D.

Who May File a

Pfocedur e

Petition Und er

!lmE S9ctigg 22

Segtion

75

Section 75 declared that tt a petition may be .filed by any farmer,

stating

that he is insolvent or unable to meet hi s debts as t hey mature • •

Thus a

•._"

.farmer who was unable to meet hie det,t obllgations even

temporarily could file under section 75 .
Much legal controversy centered on the question ,
under

Who is a

tt

farmer"

the provisi'Ons of the law. As originally
enacted in 19.33, sub-<

s ection r of section 75 defined a.

11 farmcr"

o.s follows :

11 For

the purpose or . this section and section 74 , the term ' farmer '
means any individual who i s personally bona .fide engaged primarily
in farming operations or the principal part of whose income is de
rived from farming operations , and includes the personal represen
tative . or .a . deceased farmer ; and a farmer s hall be deemed a resi
dent of any county in which such fo.rming operations occur . "
The amendment of May 15 , 1935 ,

changed the wording of the definition

and added certain phrases so that "farmer" was defined in t he following
manner :

nFor . the purposes of this s ection • • • • • , the term 'farmer ' 111gludes � only an individual who i s primarily bona fide person
ally engaged in produci,ng produc1§. Qt. � soil � � Wll in
OiJj.dyal wa l!. primarily bona. fide pers onally �ngage d in �
re.rm:1.ne, � m;oductiou � poyltry 2l. lJ.Jestogk, 2t � produg ...

� The General Orders were amended in 1947.
only cost to the debtor was a .filing fee of $ 3 0
case of a destitute petitioner.

Prior to this time , the

which was waived in the
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products .2t 11 vestock products in their ynmanu
or the principle part of whos; income is derived
from Gm .2ll§. � mQ.t£ gl. the foregoing
tion;, and includes
the personal repre sentative of a deceased farmer ; and a farmer
shall be deemed a resident of any county in which such operations
occur . " �

ilgn

S2l. poultrv

factureq �'

opora

" It will readily be seen that this definition considerably broad-

ened the scope of the term ' farmer ' as it had been- previously used . "

W

Thus persons

engaged in cattle and sheep ranching, poultry raising, a.nd

dairy farming

were brought under the scope of section 75. It is also

apparent that

farm t enants were included in this definition.

Proged:yre u;aer Subse ctions (a.-r)
Proceedings under section 75 were instituted by the debtor who tiled
a petition in a Federal district court . After the petition bad been fil
ed , the judge either approved it as

properly filed under the section or

dismissed it for lack of jurisdiction.

Proceedings were held before a conciliation commissioner who was
appointed by the court.
counties having a

c·ommissioners were app ointed for

population of 500 or more farmers. Counties with a

sma.ller farm population
cent counties .

Conciliation

than this were i ncluded w1 th one or more adja

The filing of a. petition subj ect ed e.11 the property of

the debtor to the jurisdiction of the c ourt.
waa submitt ed by the farmer and a final
supervisio n of the court .

W

A preliminary inventory

inventory was prepared under the

The first meeting of the creditors was ca lled by the con ciliation
commissioner and notice was .giv-en to a.ll er.editors .
�,

The :farmer was

examined nt this meeting and the creditors could appoint n committee to

Underscoring used to emphasize ad.ditions -e.nd verbe.l changes·.
Yi/
'?:1./ C o llier 2n Bankrµp:tcy �.m2· .�.. , p . 146.

'?:JI, 1*·-

Wt ��) �

,.
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submit a supplementary inventory.

A consent or a. majority in number

and amount of the creditors wn.s necessary to the confirmation of a
composition or extension proposal under subsections a-r of section 75.
The court confirmed such a proposal if s&tisfi.e d that :
tt (l ) it includes an equitable and feasible method of liqui dation
for secured creditors and of financial rehabilitation for the
farmer; {2 ) it is for the boat interests of all creditors; and
{ J) the offer and its acceptance are in good faith, and have not
beenmade or procured except as herein provided, or by any means,
promises, or acts herein forbidden. " '?!JI
An extension ot composition could not reduce the amount or or im
pare a lien below tho fair and reasonable market value of the property.
The future rate of interest on all debts could, . however,

be

reduced.

Ir the agreement reached was a final settlement or the de�s, the far

mer was required to deposit in a place desigl'_lllted by the court, the
necessary fund·e agreed upon to pa.y the creditors.

'JfJ/

Prg;pdurR Jlnder §usiera1 on Cs)

A debtor who failed to obtain maj ority acceptance for a composition

or e·xtension, or who felt aggrieved by the settlement could then proceed
under section 75 {s), be adj udged a bankrupt, have his property apprais
ed, retain possession of this property, and have all judicial proceed
ings stayed for a three year period, during which time he paid a reason
able ren�al based on the appraised value of the property

and

determined

by the court. At the end of the moratorium period the debtor could pay
the appraised value and thus redeem the property.
to redeem within a roasonable time and upon·

If the debtor failed

itten request of any se

cured creditor, the court could order the property sold at publi c auction .

'?!j/ See section 75 1 subsection 1.
J12/ C olli er ml Bankrµptcy, .21? • .Qi!. ,

p. 1.32 .

I n such o. case the farmer had 9C days within which to redeem any property
sold at such sale .

.ll/

Cost of Procedure
The farmer wns reqUired to pay a fee of $10 when the petit ion was
filed .

This covered nll costs to the petitioner including legal service,

of the conciliation commi ssioner.

Additional costs

pa.id out of the United States Treas ury. �
E.

Situation � Farmez:s After 1ore9lo sure

or

procedure were

m: Bapkruptey

It wa s n oted that the number of foreclosures in South Dakota ex
ceeded by far the number or farm bankruptcie s • . It is therefore userul
to explain the maj or difference s between these tvo types of procedure
and the resulting ef�ect upon the farmer-deb or.

A comparison may be

appropriate since it cnn be assumod that both foreclosures and bank
ruptcies apply only to f�rmers vho are insolvent.
Farm foreclosure proceedings are always instigated by the creditors,
and always end with the owners losing their farms unles s they make use
or their right of redemption. This use necessitates the procurement ot
funds from some new source. A foreclosure affects only a specific secur
ed debt but does not liberate the farmer f'rom other debts, nor does it
relieve him or the amount of his debt which the foreclosure sale does
not cover.

If the foreclosure sale does not bring eufficient .funds to

pay the secured debt, the creditor can recover the los s from the farm.er
by securing a deficiency j udgment or by other�;. legal means..

During the depre ssion or the 1930' e , many states, including South

IW. p. 133 . A neappra isal may be
W.
:i2:/ See section 75, subsection b.

• Ce at the time pf redemption.
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Dnkota, passed legislation to suspend, temporarily· at least, the harsh
effects of foreclosure sales. State moratorium legislation attempted
to prevent creditors from instigating foreclosure proceedings by leng
thening the period during which farmers could redeem their farms after
the foreclosure sale. It was designed to give tanners an additional
chance to stay on their farms and to find· other sources of credit to
redeem their property. Hovever, many such laws 1Sere only of temporary
nature.

They did not interrupt, in South Dakota at least, the number

of new foreclosures each year during the depression.

JJ/

Regular bankruptcy procedure, as well as a procedure Ullder s ection
75 can only be started by option and at the initiative of the farmer.
In regular bankruptcy �rocedure, all of the £armer ' s debt s , except non
dischargeable debts , are nullified after di scharge. The farmer, how
ever, loses his farm. Under section 75 , the farmer does not come out

or the procedure debt-tree. · If he is succes sful in making a composition

or extension agreement, his debt structure will be modified as to amount

or repayment conditions , or both . If he makes use of subsection (s ) pro

cedure, ho is relieved or his old debts only if he can refinance himself,
i. e. , entor int o new debt obligations �

In both cases, he · reaaine owner

or the farm but his debt structure is adj usted more in a ccordance with

current economic conditions �

It should be noted that section 75 provided that the filing of a
petition subj ected the farmer and nll his property to the exclusive
,;

jurisdiction of the court. The property of the farmer included his right

• jj/ Foreclosure

statistics may not reveal to what extent forecloslll:es
were actually carried through or whether all of hese farmers actually
lost their farms . This problem 'Will be investigated at a later time.
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of redemption or equity of redemption where the period of redemption
had not expired . A farmer could thus successfully file a petition
under section 75 even �rter a foreclosure sale had been held.

No

proceedings for foreclosure or other debt proceedings could be insti
gated until the outcome of the procedure un der section 75 had been
determined.

Thus section 75 attempted to achieve some of the same

objectives as the emergency state moratorium laws .

CHAPl'ER III
FARM BANKRUPTCIES IN NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA 1928-1952
This chapter will present the overall record or f'arm bankruptcies
in North and South Dakota in comparison with non-farm bankruptci es by
types of' procedure, farming areas, and in compari son with farm fore
closures.

A wide variety of clime. tic and e conomic conditiona wer e pre

sent during the 2S . ,-ea.r s included in this s tudy.
· A.

Fe.rm Cases in

Farm B§llkruptcies

Relation

1n

N'orth Da)so ta

to all Ba.nkrµptcy Cases

During the 25 year period , 1928-1952 , f'arni bankruptcies constituted
over three-fourths {76 per cent ) of all bankruptcy cases in North Dakota.
The number or farm and non-fa.rm bankruptcy eases appeared to correspond
quit e closely until section 75 ea.me into use in 1934.

A fter this date ,

the number 01.' 1.'a.rm cnses was par ti cularly high in proportion t o all

cases with the exception of' 1939.

{Table I, Figure 1 ) There have been

only two (regular ) farm bankruptcies in North Dakota s ince 1946.
Farm Cases by Type of' Progedure

Section 75 cases accounte d for 80 per cent of all farmer bankrupt
cies in North Dakota from 1928 to 1949.

The number or regular farm

bankruptcies was high dwing tho 19201 s , but decli ned rapidly after 1928 .
The high number of farmer bankruptcies after 19 3 was due almost entire
ly to the use of section 75 in North Dakota.

(Table I I, Figure 2 )
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Table I Relation of Farmer Bankruptcies to Total
Bankruptcies in North Dakota , 1928-1952
Total

Year
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
193.3
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
194.3
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
19 52
Total

Number of
Bankruptcies

Farmer B�nknl�tcie§
Pir:' cent
Number
of All

.309
2 54
194

190
12 8
84

119
78

47
32

165

122

157

�

605
.327
53
191
5 14
6,4 8
2 41
40
15
17
ll

20
11

.3.3
17

11

4 , .332

65

98
128
85
570
296
22
154
473
684 .
227
33
8
5

61
50

119
126
110

43
39
39
41
80
82

59

94

91

�

81
92
95
94 "
83
5 .3
29

---1

--9
--3

3 , 295

76

l

Total
Non-farmer
Bankruptcies

100
72

I

46
21+
29
59

35

. 31

31
37

41

36

14
7
7
12

11

20

10
32

. . 17
11
1, 037

27

Figure l . Bankruptcies in North Dakota by Yea r ,
1928-1952
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Table II Relation or Section 75 Cases to Total Farmers
Bankruptcies in Norta Dakota , 1928-1952

Year

1928
1929
19.30
19.31
19.32
1933
1934
19.35
19.36
19.37
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
'l'otal

Section 75 Cases as
Per cent of Total

Fn[m�t �nkry�tcies
Section 75
Re gular
190

84

128

65

47
32

25

12
11

5
10
5
11

4
3

4

1

4

1
1
1

-644

Faz:mer Bankfµptcies

---

-...--

73

74

91

U6

74

87

99

565

2 86
17·
143
469
645
22.3
.32
4
4

---

2, 651

97

77
93
99

99

-t

99
97

50

-80

29
Figure 2 •. Farmer Bankruptcies in North Dakota by
· year and Type of Procedure , 1928-195.3
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far; Cases l>Y Type of Farmin g Area

Farmer bankruptcies were distributed· rather widely throughout
North Dakota counties .

The largest number or farm cases , both regular

and section 75, occurred in the western half'

Figur e 3 )

or the state. (Table III ,

Table III Number of Regular and Section 7 5 Parmer Bankruptcies
in North Dakota by Type of Farming Area, 1928-1953
Type of
FarmiPi Area
1
2a

2b
3a
Jb
3c

Resml;r-

NHml2�t or Fatmet Bankrun�gies

SQct,ion 75
564
566

78

76

58
141
116
71
108

Total
642

418

47 6

165
92
""

200

437
409

578
525
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A comparison may be ma.de between North Dakota and South Dakota. in
regard to the distribution· of farmer bankruptcies .

In South Dakota

most of the farm oases occurred in the relatively low risk areas in the
southeastern part or · the state. Thus, apparently, the distribution or
bankruptcies in North Dakota corresponds more closely to the a mount or
risk involved in farming.

B. Farm Bankruptcies

in

South Dakota

F§;rm Cases in Relation to all Bankrupt£¥ Case§

Over the 25 year period, farm bankruptcy cases were nearly one-

halt (46 per cent) of all bankruptcy caees in the state.

The number of

farm cases was particularly high in proportion to all ca ses in those

years when farmers used section 75 liberal1y. With the exueption of a

Figure J . Number of Se ction 75 Cases in North Dakota ,

19 34-1949
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few year s ,. the number of farm and non-fa.rm bankruptcy cases appears to
rise and fall in a roughly similar pattern�

(Table IV, Figure 4 )

Table IV Reln.tion of Farmer Bankruptcies to
Total Bankruptcies in South Dakota , 1928-1952
Total
Number or

Yeat

�aJlkrµ�cieg
'

1928
1929
193 0
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

199
181
157

Total

144

135
115
150
151
54
59
86
52
28
36
27
16
8

9

2
5
12

15
21
27
18
l,'134

Farmer Bankru�tci�!
Per cent
of All
Numl;>er
102
73
66
55
58
54

112
108
22
27
49

51
40
�

38
43
47
75
72

4l

4
3

46
5?
35
39
36
37
38
11
33

1

20

_18.

11

13
10
6
0

0

0
0
0
0

7 92

larm cases bv Type or Prog edure

0
0
0

�

Total
Non-ra.rmer
Bankruptci es
97
108
91
89
77
61
38
43
32
. 32
'37
34
19
23
17
10
31
6
2
4
12

0

15
21
27
18

46

9�

0
0

1
T he number of regular farmer bankruptcy cases was high in the 1920 s
but declined after 1928. (Table V, Figure 5 ) As a result of a large
number of section 75 cose s , the total number of rarm-ba.nkrUptcy cases

rose rapidly in 1934 and 193 5. In the se two years , the number of soc�
tion 75 cases was the highe st in the tttate. In the following years , it

3.3
Figure 41 &lnkruptcies in S outh Dakota by Year,
1928-1952

Non-farm
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19.35
Year

1945
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declin�d except for 1938.

It appears that after passage of the act

farmers resorted to section ?5 in fai:tly large numbers to retain own
ership of their farms.

Table V Relation of Section ?5 Cases to Total Farmer
Bankruptcies in South Dakota, 192.8-1952
Farmer Bankru�tcies
Regular
Section 75

�ar
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
19.37
19.38
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

102
73
66
55
58
48
22
36
12
17
· 13
13
5
5
5
5
3
3

Total

542

-1
....--

--6

Se ction 75 Ca ses as
Per cent of Total
Farmer Bankruptcies

---9

91
73
10
10
36
5
6
8
5

a1

l

--

-

--

251

67

45.
41
73
28
55
62
50

--45

It is apparent that the number of regular farm bankrUptcy cases
followed the general pattern of non-farmer bankruptcies. This suggests
that section 75 filled a need from the point of view or the farmers
which could not be satisfie d through regul.a.r procedures.

Since 1945, thero has only been one ( regular ) farm case in South
Dakota .
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Figure 5 . Farmer Bankruptcies in S outh Dakota by
Year and Type of Procedure, 1928-1953

Section 7 5

50

Year

52
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Farm Cases by Type of Farming Area
The total number of cases (1928-1953 ) has been largest in some or
the boat farming counties of the state in which farming is relatively
diversified and where tho effects or the drought may have been loss
severe than olsewher�. The largest number or bankruptcy ca ses was in
the southeastern corner of tho state (Area 4b) , both for reg ulnr cases
and section 75 cases.
On

(Table V I, Figure 6 and 7)

the whole, it is also evident that the number of section 75

cases was higher in those area s where regular ca. sea were high except
for Area 2b where section 75 cases were very numerous in 193 8. This
suggests that the critici sm that farmers took undue advantage of the
legislation may not be j ustified .
Table V I Number of Regular and Section 75 Fa�er Bankruptcies
in South Dakota by Type of Farming Area
Type of
a
F rming Area
1
2a
2b
3a

3b

4b

Nunbe r of Farmer Bankru�tcie�
Section 75
Regulrfr

10
10
87
6

71
44
79
35
114
70
131

21

20

95

Total
81

54
166
13 5
90

226

There wer.e wide areas in South Dakota in which only few bankr upt
cies were recorded during the 25 year period.
An interes t ing comparison is that of the incidence of foreclosures
with that of bankruptcies. Few counties had les s·
than 1, 000 foreclosuros during the period 1928-1949.

an 200, several more
Table VII shows

that the number of foreclosuras was heaviest in the western pa.rt of the
states, for the 1928-1949 period .

Thus apparently, the number of fore-

Figure 6

Number of Bankruptcies ( ) · and �oreclosur. e s in South Dakota

1928-1949
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closures corresponds more closely to the amount of risk apparently pre
sent in farming in the various areas. However, some counties with the
highest number of foreclosures also showed a high number of bankruptcies.
(Figure 7 )
Table VII Relation of Farm Foreclosures to Farmer Bankruptcies
inSouth Dakota by Farming Area and Number of Farms , 1928-1949

Area
1
2a
2b
3a

3b

4b

i7

Number or
Farms in

Foreclosures (192 8-49)
Total
Number per
Number
1 ,000 Parms

u,047
7, 169
9 , 514
4, 869
10, 572
1q, 377
12, 783

7, 475
4, 208
5, 518
3, 2 54
4 , 384
4, 371
3 , 125

1950

680
590
580
670
410

420

240

1/

Bankru ptcJ_es ( 1928-49}
Total
Number per
Number
11 000 Farms

81

54
166
41
135
90
22 6

7. 3
7. 5
17.4
8. 4
12. 8
8.7
17.7

Sourc e : Farm Mortgage Foreclosures in South -Dakota 1921-1949, ·
Gabriel Lundy and Ray F. Pengra, Rev. Supplement to Circular 17, Agricul
tural Economics D epartment, South Dakota State College, December 1950.

CHAPrER IV
SECTION 75 CASES IN NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOl'A 1934-1949
It is necessary to make a clear distinction between regular bank
ruptcy cases and section 75 cases. A. farmer who filed under section
75 needed only to deala.re that he was insolvent or unable to me et his
debt obligations as they mature. A petitioner was referred to as

a

debtor until he proceeded under subsection (s) and was a djudged a ba.nk
rupt . Thus section 75 cases may be more accurately termed conciliation
cases

rather than bankruptcy cases.

or

A.

Outcome

2!: Section 72

Ca ses

the 2 51 section 75 cases rocordod in South Dakota , only 2 8 re

sulted in discharge for the farm debtor .

The remaining 223 ca ses were

dismissed by the court or disc onti nued by the farmer. It is apparent
that the majority of section 75 ca ses in South Dakota did not result,
for the applying farmers, in the relief �hich they hoped to obtain under
tho law.

(Table VIII , Figure 8 )

The dismissal of a case does not always indicate that the farmer

obtained no relief under the act . If a. farmer ma.de a suoc,essrul com

poeition or extension agreement with bis creditors, under supervision

or the court , the case was dismissed by provision or the act . Howe�er,

in South Dakota very few co.see were dismissed for that reason.

Ir

a fa rmer asked for dismi ssal of the case , bis grounds could have been
an agreement not under supervision of the court. Sewera l cases in

South Dakota were d ismissed due to out of eourt settlements aft er the
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Table V II I Farmer Bankruptcies in South Da�ota
By Type or Procedure and Outcome, 1928-1952
Rel?Ul.ar

Discharge

1928
1929
- 1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

100
68
60
51

58
45

20
33
12
17
12
11

5
6
5
5

2
2

-1

Disr11ssed

Sect!on rl2
DiSmi§sed

Di sgharge

2

5
6
4

-3

2

-3
1

2

1
1

--

--2
2

512

30

10
10
34
5

4
6
1

2
2

-4

1

--

--

Totals

6
79
71

12

28

--l

--223

debtor petitioned for dismissnl.
In several other instances, the court dismissed cases because the
farmer had apparently neglected to pursue his cases any further. This
usually ooourred after a considerable amount of time had elapsed with
out any steps having been taken by the petitioner .

In these cases, it

does· not appear from the records whether the farmer succesied in reach
ing anagreement with his creditors. However, the very fact that the
farmer petitioned under section 75 ma y have induced his creditors to

Figure 8 . Number of Se ction 75 CB.ses in South Dakota
Dismis sed and Dis charged, 193�-1945

Num r of
Se c ion 75 Cases
Dismis· s ed
Dis charged

100
90
80

70

60

40
30

20

10

Year
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arrive at. · some settlement.
A much larger proportion of regular farm bankruptcy ca ses in South
Dakota resulted in discharge .

Of the 542 regular cases, 512 were dis

c harged and 30 were dismissed .
North Dakota had a total of 2 , 651 section 75 cases.
resulted in discharge and 1, 799 were dismissed.

Of thes e, 852

(Table IX, Figure 9 )

Table IX Farmer BankrUptcies in North Dakota
By Type of Procedur e and Outcome , 1928-1952

Year

Regylar
Dis�narg.e
Dismissed

l:928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

186

4

46

6
1
2

Total

613

119
79
59

30

25

12
10
5
10
5
11
3
3
3
1
4

--1
1
-

1

-1
1

--

:z�

Se�tiQn
Dismissed
Discharge

21
5

4
35
13
7

40

229
3 98
81
15
3

52
111
70
530

273

10
103
240
247

w

17

l
3

1

-

852

1, 799

l

0
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North Dakota had a relativel y larger number of cases going to discharge than South Dakota. The reasons for this are not yet completely
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Figure 9. Number of Se ction 75 Cases in North Dakota
Dismissed and Dis c!'lB.rged, 1934:--1946
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apparent. · However, the le.rger number of section 75 cases in North
Dakota s uggosts a greater interest on the P9,rt of farmers in this state.
These farmers were apparently well informed as to the procedures and
benefits of the act.
In South Dakota, on the whole, the number of section 75 cases
corresponds quite closely to the period of financial distress among
farmers.

The highest number of cases occurred in 1934 and 1935 with a

smaller penk being r eached in 1938.

This suggests that section 75

served a d efinite need from the viewpoint of farmers in financial dis
tress, pa rticularly if they d esired to remain on the farm. Variations
in the number of section 75 cases during the thirties may be at least
partially d ue to the attitude of the courts-and hence the attitu4e of
the conciliation commissioners or attorneys advising rarmers--to"8.rds
this law.

Court decisions, which dismissed large nwnbors of cases for

reasons such as unconstitutional�ty or lack of good faith, probably
served a s a strong deterrent to those seeking relief under t.ha law.
The highest number of section 75 cases in North Dakota occurred
in 1942 wben 649 petitions were filed.

Several factors ma y have in

fluenced farmers to seek relief during a. period of genera_lly improving
economic conditiona l

( 1 ) Although there were almost as many section 75

cases in North Dakota as in all the rest of the country put together,
only n relatively few distressed farmers ever petitioned for relief.
In addition, most of th� early cases were not successful from the far
mers ' point of view.
in 1940 and 1941.

(2) Farmers benefited from impr.ovod crop yields

Thia probably encouraged many creditors to try to

collect a share of the good crops.

(3) An unusually lnrge number of
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successful com�ositions in 1941 may have encouraged farmers to file in
1942 .
B. Jleasons

!21: Dismissal

The constitutionality· of the Frazier-Lemke Act was in dispute dur
ing the early years of its life and many cases were dismis sed on con
stitutional grounds .

Over 100 ea ses were dismissed for this reason in

North Dakota between July 15, 1936, and November 27, 1936.
In 1938, over 130 cases were dismissed in North Dakota on the grounds
that the petitioner did not have enough resources to pa.y out under a
composition, based on the appraised value or his assets and, hence, had not
petitioned in good faith.

Over 30 South Dakota cases were dismissed in

1938 for this sa me reason.

r'n 1939 the S uprene Court overturned this

co.use for disnissal and ruled that a farmer had an a bsolute right to
file an amended potition, deep ite _the absence of a reasonable proba.�
bility of his financial rehabilitation.

'J!i/

T his decisio n tia.y have been

reflected in the number of North Dakota section 75 cases which increased
from 17 in 1939 to 645 in 194'2 .

In some cases, farmers whose petitions

had previously been dismissed applied again for the benefits of the act
and were successful in obtaining disc harges.

{See case 22 in Appendix A )

If the debtor .' s proposa l for an extension or compositi on was reject

ed by his creditors , the ca.se was dl smissed unless the debtor filed an

amended petition under subsection (s ) and asked to be adj udged a bankrupt.

Mnny ca ses were dismissed because of the debtor ' s faiiUl e to file a n
jj./ John Hancock ?;ivtual � Insurance Company �. Bartels ( 1939 )
308 U.S. 180, 41 Am. B . R. (N. S . ) 296.
*'
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amended petition.

.
A basic reason for most di smi ssals wa s the financial position of

the debtor at the time of filing a petition under section 75 .

In mo�t

of the ca ses studied, the liabilities of the farmer were greatly in
excess of his assets .

Foreclosure proceedings had already been com

pleted in many cases and in some ce ses the period of redemption had
expired.

This would indicate that (1) farmers did not take advantage

of section 75 soon enough or ( 2 ) the legislation wa s enacted too late
to aid farmers who were already in a desperate financial condition. A
combination of these factors rnny have contributed to the large number
of dismis sals in North and South Dakota.

CHAPI'ER V

CASE STUDY OF SECTION 7S PROCEDURE IN' SOUTH DAKOTA
As was pointed out in Chapter I, n number or section 75 ca ses in
South Dakota were selected for detailed analysis in order to det ermine
how section 75, and particularly s ubsection ( s), the Frazier-Lemke Act ,
operated in actual court proceedings. S election or these cases was based,
in po.rt, on the apparent outcome of the cases, i. e . , whether the proce
dure resulte d or did not result in the relief pTovided by law. While
dismissal of procedure does not necessarily indicate that farmers fail
ed to obtain relief, it was apparent from the start that the reasons
for distnissal in a large number of cases indicated that these farmers
did not obtain the relief provided under section 75.

In contrast, a

discharge was assumed to oean that the debtor had received some benefits
as provided by law.

F or this reason, the outcome of procedure was an

important criterion for selecting the cases . Another basis for selection
was the time element.

It was known that a large nUJl'lber of cases were

dismissed during the first years of the operation of section 75 while
the number of discharged cases was small.

This situation was reversed

during late r years; thus a larger number of dismissed cases we re selected.

Ilw.

following diJcus§ion !§. not ��ended � §.

operation

2!_

section

2.2 in

final appraisal Qf. the

§outh Uako;t.g.. The data on whi ch this dis

cussion is based was limited exclusively to information available fr om
ba nkruptcy records of the United States District Cour� and from county
foreclosure records.

This information was often very meager a nd refeired

only to procedures involving the activity of the court.

In addition,
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�ome or the .·documents which may have been pa.rt of the case records, such

as correspondence, were discarded after a period of time so that many cir
cumstances surrounding the ca ses could not be fully analyzed.
Some of the early petitions were apparently ma.de by persons unfam
iliar with procedural details of the law. Most of these case s were ter
minated after an interval of less than six months.

In later years, the

cases became more involved which would indicate that debtors, creditors
and the court itself had apparently become more familiar with the opera
tion of the law.
Each of the 25 cases in this study has been summarized, in chrono
logical order, in Appendix A . While these cases were not selected at ran
dan, they appear to be typical of the section 75 procedures · occurring
in South Dakota from 1934

to 1949.

A . Outc ome gt Proce dures
Among the 15 case s which were dismissed

by

the court, seven were

dismissed because the debtor failed to file an amended petition under sub
section ( s) after his proposnl for conciliation was rejected by his cre
ditors.

(Cases 4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, and 16 �) It is not clear why these

farmers failed to take advantage of subsection ( s) .

One farmer tnade an out of court settlement with his creditors and
requested n dismissal of the procedure .

( Case 2)

Three cases were dismissed because the debt ors were una ble to obtain
sufficient credit after their proposal wa s accepted b their creditors .
(Cases 5 1 9 , and 10) Here the apparent lack o f resources at the
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t�e or the proposal prevented the farmers froc reaching a composition
agreement with their creditors, even though , in two cases, the debtors
had obtained commi ttments from the Federal land Bonk nnd I.o.nd Commission
er. Since the two fa.rnors did not file an amended petition , it is possi
ble · t11at they reached an agreement after disni ssal of the procedure since
there was a " personal understo.nding" between the debtor and the creditors
that "as soon as· the coIIll!littment materialized, the debts of the debt-or
would be paid on a pro-rata. basis and fully di scharged by the creditors."
One procedure .wa s dismi s sed on the grounds that the debtor had no
hope of eventual liquidation or hi s debts and hnd not petitioned in good
faith,

(Case 17 ) This was one o! a group of over 20 case s, all filed

on the same day in Brown County and nll dismissed for the same re�son.
In this ca se , the farmer had · a�endcd his petition so as to comply with
subsection ( s ).
Federal j udge.

It was thi s ancnded petition which wa s di sraisscd by the
Thi s wa s one of the most infornative case s studied and

will be referred to later in a di scussion of the cotr t •s attituda toward
s ection 75.
As to the 10 discharged cas e s, it should be noted that a petitioner
can be di scharged only if he filed an amended petition under subse ction
(s).

Thus a di scharge would imply that the farmer obtained a morn t oriUI!l

of up to three years , paid annual rentals fixed by the c ourt, redeemed
his property by pa ying the appraised value into court and received a
di scharge .

It is not certain whether this chain o f e vents actually occur

red in any one of the 10 ca ses.

For example, in Case., l the debtor filed

an amended petition but from that point on, the procedure resembled more
closely a regular bankruptcy than a pro cedure under a �ction 7 5 . There
was no evidence of an appraisal nor of the setting of rentals. The real
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e� tate wns �ej ected as burdensome and the case was discharged after
only 10 months •

.. One case was discharged after it had been officially transferred

in regular bankruptcy procedure.

(Case 13) The circumstances in this

instance were, however, somewhnt urrusunl since the fer�er had been an
officer of an insolvent bank and had a lnrge j udgment against him.

»f

The eight remaining discharged cases ( Cases 3, 18, 19, 20, 23, and
24)

contained some or most of the procedural steps which were included

in section 75.

The property which was not rej ected as burdensome was

officially appraised in all of these cases. Rentals were set by the
court in seven cases and in one case (Case 20) , a reappraisal was made .
It was not evident under what conditions the discharge was grante�, i. e.
whether the farmer had paid the appraised value into court.

Thus the

records do not show whether the farners actually redeemed their farms
after they hnd po.id rentnls for several years.

In Cs.se 20, for example,

a reappraisal was ordered in 1943 and the farmer :was given 90 days in
which to pay tho reappraisal vo.lue into court.

The case was discharged

in 1944 without recording whether tho farmer had paid this amoUilt.

In

another case a discharge was granted in 1942 and the farmer petitioned
in 1945 to close the case , stating that he had settled with his secured
creditors by selling his real estate.
Thus, it is not certain if a discharge under section 75 really means
that tho debtor received the entire relief ns provided for by law, i. e.
n moratorium and subseq uent redemption of the farm.

ii7

Several other section 75 cases in South Dakota are known to have
occurred under similar conditions, i. e. where the debts of the farmer
were largely the result of non-farming activities.
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Further studies !!lay yield additional information on this subj ect.

It

is appe.rent, however, that in the maj o rity of th� discharged ca ses
studied, some relief had been forthcoming, primarily in th e form of a
moratorium.

i. F�nenc1a,1 foattign rJt. Debtor§ �
Ap�rent Losses iQ Creditors

Information about the financial position of farmers jn the 25 cases
studied was ba sed primarily on a listing contained in tho debtor 's peti
Court records sometimes contained, however, the proof of claim.s

tion.

by the creditors; the appraisal of property and the testimony of the
debtor.

This information wa s used whenever possible.

A q uestion my be . raised regarding the relle.bility which can be
placed on the farmer ' s estimate of bis financial condition. The listing
of liabilities was probably accurate and complete since the farmer had

nothing to gain if h e failed to enumerate all of his debts.

In contrast,

t he farmer is often assumed to estimate the value of his assets as low
as possible in order to become eligible for bankruptcy.
While this argume·xit · �y be true in regular bankruptcy procedure,
it is not certain to apply to section 75 cases, particularly when it is
known that courts wer e disinclined to give relief to petitioners who had
little hope of finnncial rehabilitation.

Under such conditions, farmers

may h� ve attempted to appear in as good a financial condition as possible
in order to deserve debt relief.

Thus, the a.ssur.1ption that fo.rt1ers would

tend to undervalue their assets may not be valid in section 75 case s.
Table X ·g ives a S\ll'l'lillllrY of the financial position

or the petitioners.
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· Table X Apparent Losses Sustained by Creditors
in 25 Section 75 Cases in
South Dakota 1934-1942
Cs.se
No1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13

14

15
16
17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24
25

Date �f Petition
8/24/34
8/30/34
9/29/34
9/29/34
9/29/34
10/15/34
11/10/34
12/ 7/34
ll/lf/*J4
2/ 5/35
2/11/35
10/12/3 5
12/23/35
9/28/36
4/22/37
6/21/37
2/28/38
2/28/38
3/ 4/38
5/ 1/40
5/15/40
5/21/40
5/21/40
7/28/41
6/29/J;;.

Value of assets
as Compo.red
·with Liabilities

Total Assets
Total
of Deb�or
Indebtednesp
$ 5453. 00
2957. 00
7261. 00
2300 . 00
6887. 00
925. 00
27875. 00
1928.50
3700.00
3699.25
5692. 50
109 0 . 00
20390 . 25
27255. 00
5801. 00
8100. 00
4446. 00
1.362 . 00
1981. 00
4559. 00
6136.00
2818. 00
6342 . 50
1175. 00
5235. 50

$ 132 61. 76
8470. 55
lrJ752.47
3614. 8?
1 0571.85
2640.62
32 906. 00
2892.78
2959.00
3281. 42
6205.00
4493.26
951,39.25
23371.68
7854, 32
5537. 00
15575. 00
�241. 00
6234.80
9924 . 92
2 1466. 61
8962. 68
14729. 36
_ 2696. 49
16208.42

$ - 7808. 76
- 5513 . 5 5
- 3491. 47
- 1314. f"I

- 3684.85
- 1715. 62
- 5031. 00
964.28
+ 741. 00
+ 417.83
� 512 . 50
- 3403. 2 6
-75349. 00
+ 3883. 32
- 2053. 32
+ 2 563. 00
-11129. 00
- 3879. 00
- 4253.80
- 5365.92
-153 3 0.61
- 6144.68
- 8386.86
• 1521. 49
-10972 . 92

-

-(

In only four cases did the assets of tho farmer exceed his debts. In
13 oases , the excess of debts over assets exceeded the V!llue of the
assets, indicating an extreme distress situation.

A summary of the debtor ' s liabilities , by secured and unBecured debts , is contained in Table XI . It is apparen�;t that most far mers had attempted to obtain funds by mortgaging nearly everything on

the farm. Several petitioners had from one to five chattel secured loans
in addition to their first nnd second real estate mortga ges.

Table XI Financial Position of Debtors in 25 Section 75 Cases by
Type of Security and Percentage Distribution
Secured Indebtedness
Case

Total

1
2

$ 13261. 76

4

3614. 87

No. Indebtedness Real Estate
8470. 55

3

lf/752.4?

5

10571.85
2 640 . ol
32906. 00 ·
28<R .'8

6
7

8

10

ll
12

13

14
15

16
17
18

. U.9

20 .
21
22

23

24
25

�. oo

.3281 . "2
6205. 00
4493.26
95739.25
23371. 68
7854. 32
5537 . 00
15575. 00
.5241. 00

�. 6234 .- 80
9924.92
21466. 61

8962 .68

14729. 36
2696.49

16208. 42

·i

10900.00

5694.41
6004.70
1500. 00

5800. 00

1000. 00

16500. 00
2168. 48
1000. 00

3150. 00

Other
$ 486.76

2000.00

3480. 00
700. 00

2004 . 00
665 .47
2120. 00
35. 00

--

960. 00

20880.00

4325. 00
840. 00
519. 00

--

11.33. 00
837. 50
250. 00
3183. 00
1794.80

1000. 00

2 0000.00
6385.98
4500. 00

12800. 00

9414. 63

15795. 00
8712. 82

-11926. 17

12000. 00

1200. 00

-55. 00

219.40
610 . 00
1564.32
200. 00

Taxes

-

144 . 14
18?.91
308.63
461. 1+4
280. 00

--46. 00
105. 00

49.J;).
700. 00
64.26

331 . 68

91. 34
50. 00

--51. QO
so. oo

40.29
158. 61
11. 50
24. 36
12. 17

-

Unsecured
Indebtedness

$ 18?5 . 00
632 . 00

1097. 86

Percentage Distribution
S ecured
Real
Secured
UnseEstate
Other
cured
Taxes
82

67

56

ll06.24
2306.41
695 � 15
14181 ,, 00
689. JO

41
55
38
50
75

8'. � ·�,C

96

952 0 00

180 .. 00

3589 . 00

74340.25
1840. 00

244. 00

150. 00
2 525. 00
2007. 00
4360. 00
· 470. 00

5458. 00
1_9.96

2095 . 00
1120. 00
4082 . 25

34

16
22

86
82
82

..

4
24

32

19

19

25

6

1

32
70

19
1

5

14
15

-----

2
61
29 .

--

)1
2
4
58

82

_._

94
74
97
82
74

-l

2
2

9
4
11
1

--

2
1
ll

--11
1
·1

--1
1

1

1

>l
>l

-

>l

14

7
10
31
22
26

43

24
32
3
J
80
?7
8
3
2

16

JS
70
5

25

>l
14
J;2.
25

�
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Records reveal that most of the unsecured debts consisted of open
accounts with grocery stores, elevators, lumbe� yards, oil companies
and other retail establishments,
In general, the value of the property , as estimated by the farmer
in his petition did not materially differ from the value of the apprai
sal under subsection ( s ). Some of the differences may have been due
to the lapse of time between the farmers ' estimates and the official
appraisal.

(Table X I I)

From the available information, it is obviously difficult to eval
uate the losses sustained by creditors as a result of the Frazier-1:emke
Act.

Most of the real ostate secured debts had been contracted during

a period of high land prices and the security of the lenders was ser
iously impaired before proceedings under section 75 were instigated.

It

is likely that most of the creditors would have s ustained losses even
if the debtor 's petition had bee� dismissed and a foreclosure sale held.
In addition, state moratorium legislation delayed creditors from ob
taining ownership of the debtor 's property.
C.

Tepa.nts � OwJlers

�

Petitioners

Among the 25 cases studied, four debtors were tenants and owned no
real estate.

Three of theso farmers filed amended petitions under sub

section (s) and were granted discharges.
fourth case was dismissed.

(Cases 18, 19, and 24) The

(Case 12) Thus the application of the Fra

r
and ownership
zier-IAlmke Act to tenants seemed assured in South Daktta

status of the farmer was apparently not a ground for denying relief under
the law.

Table X I I Debtor' s Estimate or Value of Property
as Compared With Appraised Value
Value of Prope rty a.s
Appraised Value
Liste d
De�or__
ot !l:o;ge;ctl
Case Date of
Personnl Date of
Personal
No 1 Petition Real Eatnte Property Appraisal Real Estate ProportY

m:

17
18
19
20
. 21

2/28/38
2/28/38
3/ 4/38
5/ 1/40
5/15/40
5/21/40
5/21/40
6/29/42

22

23
25

$ 2800.00
none
none
3500.00
6000. 00
1600.00
6000. 00
4500. 00

i

16t,6. 00
1362. 00
1981. 00
1059. 00
136. 00
1218. 00
342. 50
735. 50

8/ 2/38
9/ 6/38
8/13/38
10/ 8/40
10/ 4/40
1/ 6/41
11/30/40
10/12/i;;.

$ 3485. 00
none
none
4000. 00
5000. 00
2100. 00
4800.00
4000. 00

$ 1346.00
815 . 00
2113. so
1016. 00
165.00
772 .00
785 .00
1240.00

The only payments recei�ed by creditors during the three year mora
toriun was a yeo.rly rental deternined by the court .

In the co.sea studied,

rentals were generally (1) one-fourth to one-third of all gra in, (2 ) one
fourth to o. 11 of government pnynents , and ( 3 ) cash rent for pa sture and
buildings.

T ypical rentnls during the lnter 1930 ' s amounted to npproxi-

nntely t200 per year.

(Table XI II )

E. Mortgagees

g,m S21Fces

2f. � Credit

Insurance companies held real estate mortgag es in about one-hnlf
of the ca ses studied.

T he Federal I.and Bank of Orlaha., Nebraska was the

largest single holder of real estate mortgages in these c ases.

In o.ddi

tion, many distressed farmors attempted to oompose their debts by ob�,

ta. ining credit in the form of Federal I.e.nd Bank and I.o.nd Commissioner

Loans .

T hus, these agencie s were tho chief source of cre dit for refin-

ancing distressed fnrmers in these cases.
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. Table XIII Annual Rentals Set By Court and
Amount Paid By Debtors
Date
Appraisal Value
Case
of
Acres
Value
per
No1 Petition !n Farm of Farm Acre
18

e s15. oo i

Terms

--...--

Rental
gaunt Year

191

20

2/28/38
3/ 4/38
5/ 1/40

160
90.
.320

21

5/15/40

480

5165. 00 10 . 76 1/3 of All Grain
1/4 of All Govt. 274, 00-1941
149. 32-191+2
Payments
e6o for Pa sture
and B uildings

22

5/21/40

320

2872. 00

23

5/21/40

240

5585.00 23.27 1/3 of All Grain
1/4 of All Govt.
Payments
e 50 for Pasture
and Buildings

25

6/29/42

160

-1943
5240. 00 32 • 7 5 - 1/3 of All Grain
1/4 of All Govt. 2668. 58-1944
-1945
Payments
$50 for Pasture
and Buildings

5 . 09
e . 1,.00
---. · . . . 10,.00
2113 .80 23. 50
5016. 00 15 . 68 1/3 of All Grain
All Govt. �ents 183. 55-1941
$/iJ for :Ruture and 276. 95-1942
Buildings

· 8�98. . 1/4 of All Grain
1/4 of All Govt. '2 66, 50-1941
179. 54-19/;2
Payments
e25 for Pasture
and Buildings

Chattel nortgages were usually held by commercial banks and indivi
duals.

Farm machinery was often mortgaged to the seller for the balance

of the purchase price.
F. Treatment

2f.

Section 7.2 Cases l2I the Cgyrt

I t has been noted that section 7 5 of the United States Bankruptcy
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I.aw was poor�y writ t en and thus subject to many legal controversies.
Several years elapsed before tho provisions of section 75 were interpre.
ted by the court and applied in the sense which had apparently been in
tended by Congr ess .
In the early 19JO 's, many petitions in South Dakota were dismissed
for reasons of unconstitutionality.

This opinion was appar ently held

by many lower courts until 1937, when the United States Supreme Court
declared the act consti tutiona.1.

'Jsl

In 1938, many cases were dismissed in South Dakota because of l.nck
of good faith.

lack of resources, on the po.rt of the petitioner , was

argued· to be lack of good fai th in applying for r elief under section 75.
The decision of the Federal judge in C�se 17 is a notable example of the
In this case, the court filed the

reasoning behind these dismissnls.
following written decision :
I

That the proposal of the debtor is indefinite nnd uncertain; that
said proposal docs not include or offer any equitable or feasible
method of liquidation for secured cred itors or of financial reha
bilitation for the debtor ; that it does not afford, in the light
of the debtor · • s financial condition as exhibited by his schedules,
any reasonable prospoct for liquidation of debts or rehabilitation
of debtor within a reasonable time, or at allJ that i t is not for
the best inter est of all creditors, or any creditors ; that said
propos.1. l is not and was not at any time in good faith within the
meaning of the Bankruptcy Act ; that the obj ect and intention or the
debtor in subrdtting said proposal was to hold possession of all
his proporty as long as ho might do so and uae o.nd enj oy the same
and keep it nwa.y from his secured creditors without a ny reasonable
prospect of liquidating his debts or of fi�ncial r ehabilitation;
and the debtor hoped and intended thereby to prevent secured and
preferr ed creditors fron pursuing their legal remedies and to de
lay. aad defraud said cr editors and use up and exha� st their pro
perty .

i6/ Co] H or

sm

Ba nkruptcy, 212 • �. , p. 124
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II
That said d ebtor failed, neglected and omitted to comply with the
statutory requirement established a s a condition precedent �o ad
j udication in bankruptcy under subdivision· ( s ) e,f section '75 of
the Bankruptcy Act , and failed , neglected and omitted before seek
ing adj udication under subdivision (s ) to offer to his creditors
a proposal for compromise and extension which include d an equit
able and feasible method of liquidation for secured creditors and
of financial rehabilitation for the d ebtor, or which was for the
best intere sts of all creditors and failed, neglected and omitted
to make in good faith any offer or proposal e,f compromise or ex
tension complying with the requirements of the Bankruptcy Act .
III

That the order adjudicating debtor a bankrupt upon his aaid amend
e d petition was erroneous and without authority or law and impro
vidently entered .
IV
That all proceedings now pending in the above matter should be forth
with remand to the Clerk of this Court , and that the debtor ' s amend
ed petition and original petition should be in a;ll thing dismissed ,
and all proceedings heretofore thereon had by or before the said
Conciliation Commissioner or the Court should be in a ll things va ca
ted , set aside and held tatr naught.
It would seem that this decision was in contradiction with the ob
j ective s and meaning of section 75.

The United States Supreme Cc�rt had

stated , in 1937, that " the legislation is designed to aid victims of the
general economic depre ssion• • • • It is reasonable to assume that under
these circumstances, the interests of all concerned will be better serv
ed by leaving him in possession than by i nsta lling a disinterested re
ceiver or tl'\lstee . "

1)/

legal controversy surrounding la ck of resources as a ground for dis

missal was terminated by a Supreme Court decision in 1239.

made the following stateme nts 1n regard to this case :

�iii-� I•

The court

)� n ton Branch Moyntain Trust Baplc, ( 1937) 300
33 Am. B.R. - (N.s . 3 53 ,

u. s .

33,
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The subsections of section 75 which regulate the procedure in
relation to the effort of a farner-debtor to obtain a compo
sition or extension contnin no provision for a disr:d.ssal because
of the absence of a reasonable probability of the financial re
habilitation of tho debtor , Nor is there anything in these sub
section which warrant the inputation of lack or good faith to
a farmer-debtor becal18.e of that plight. The plain purpose of
section 75 wns to afford relief to such debtors who found them
selves in economic distres s , however severe , by giving them the
chance to seek an agreement with their creditors and , failing
this 1 to ask for the other relief afforded by subsection (s ) .
The ta.rmer...debtor may offer to pe.y what he can • • • • and he is not
to be charged with bad faith in taking the c<llrse for which the
statute expressly provides . J§/
It can therefore be concluded that , while the interpretation of
the law as given by the United States D istrict Court of South Dakota.
rray have been justifiable , the decisions were in favor of the creditors
and not the petitioners. Thus , the burden of proof nearly alwafs rest
ed on tho debtors.

ock My.tual Life Insurance
i§/ :l.Qhn Hanc
41 Am , B .R. {N. S . ) 296 .

;08 U.S. 180,

C ompa ny :I•

�rtela,

( l9 3 9 )

CHAPrER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
During the 2 5 years includ ed in this study, farm bankruptcies con
stituted over three-fourths of all bankruptcy cases in · North Dakota and
nearly one-half of all bankruptcy cases in South Dakota � The nUI!lber of
regular farm bankruptcies was high in the 1920 1 s but declined rapidly

after 1928.

The large number of farmer bankru ptcies after 1933 consisted

mainly of section 75 cases.
The largest number of fa.rI!l cases in North Dakota occurred in the

western half of tho state.

In South Dakota most of the farn cases occurr

ed in the relatively low risk arens in the southeastern part of the state.
Apparently the distribution of bankruptcies in North Dakota corresponds
more closely to the amount of risk involved in fal'I!ll.n�.
The number of farmer bankruptcies in North and South Dakota were

relatively small when compared to . the number of fa.rri foreclosures during
the same period.

This would indica te that farmers were unable or un

willing to obtain relief under existing bankruptcy laws.
North Dakota had a relatively larger number of section 75 cases go
ing to discharge than South Dakota.
Dakota only 28 resulted in dis charge .

Of the 251 cases recorded in S outh
North Dakota had a total of 2, 651

cases of which 852 were discharged.

Several problems presented themselves in regard to the analysis of
section 75 eases.

First, the long interval between th: occurrence of

cases and the time of this study made it necessary to depend heavily on
court records as a source of infornation.

Second, the legislation was

extremely complicated and poorly drafted, which caused many legal con
troversies. Third, it was difficult to appraise indirect effects of the
law on either debtors or creditors .
The experience of farmers in North and South Dakota would indicate
that section 75, particularly in its early years of operation, was not
an adequate means of relie ving financial distress among farmers . Several
factors, sepnrately or in combination, tended to reduce the effectiveness

or this legislation.

Section 75, as originally enacted, provided only for voluntary con
ciliation.

The credit policies of many lenders did not permit them to

enter into any agreement which would reduce the contractual obligations
of the debtor. Among the 25 cases studied, one voluntary con�iliation
was known to have been reache� ; this was an out of court settlement.
The Frazier-Lemke Act provided for compulsory settlement at the re
quest of the debtor but wae declared unconstitutional only three months
after its eno.ctment. A large number of eases in North and South Dakota
were dismissed on constitutional grounds before the amended provision
was finally held constitutional in 1937.
Many South Dakota cases were dismissed by the court on grounds that
the de btor had no hope of eventual rehabilitation.

In 1937, the S upreme

Court ruled that the financial condition of the farmer was not a cause
for dismissal under the provisions of section 75.
Farmer-debt-or reli ef legislation wa s enacted too late to help many
farmers who were already in critical financial condition.

In addition,

many farmers waited until they were hopele ssly in debt before petition
ing for relief under se ction 75 .

F oreclosure proceedings had already

been completed in many of the cases studied which would. indicate that

many farmers did not understand the purpose and proce dures

ot
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the act .

It is argue d that farmers generally may not favQr using the legal
provisions at their disposal to obtain relief from financial obligations.
A strong sense of moral obligation !!lay have restrained many farmers from
becoming voluntary be.nkrupts even when their indebtednes$ was far in
excess of their assets. Under section 75, however, a farmer could in
itiate conciliation proceedings without being adjuage d a bankrupt.

The

term bankrupt was used only after an amende d petition had been filed un
der the Frazier-Lemke Act; this may explain why many farmers were un
willing to take advantage of this provision.
Decisions of the court le d to the dismissal of many cases in South
Dakota.

This may ha ve dis couraged some distressed farmers from petition

ing for relief during the 1930 ' s .

It is reasonable to assume that debtors

used the provisions of section 75 only if they expected to receive some
relief under the law.
It would seem that any perma nent farmer-debtor relief legislation
·s hould be enacted before an economic crisis has actually occurred. Ex
perienc e under previous bankruptcy laws ha s shown that emergency legis
lation is often drafted with more emoti on than deliberation.

It should

not be assumed, however, that future legislation cannot be patterned
after section 75.

Although the a ct was a hastily written and temporary

piece of legislation, its - provisions were considerably strengthened by
court decisions and by actual practice .
It may be expected that future legislation will be faced with many
of the same problems which were encountered by section 75 .

Therefore,

it is desirable that the weaknesses of the old legislation be eliminated
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by the addi�ion ot new and more farsighted measures designed to reduce
economic hardship among farmers .
This study has presented only a rather general view of the bank
ruptcy experience of farmers in North and South Dakota. There is need
for a more extensive study of this problem. The Great Plains States
may be a particularly fertile field tor additional study since farmers
in this area have made more frequent use of bankruptcy provisions than
h ave farmers in most other sections of the country.

APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY
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Count y : Yankton
Petition filed : 8/24/34
A.

CASE NO. 1
Total acres in farm : 32 0
Outcome of case : Discharged

GENERA L DESCR IPT ION OF FARM :
The debtor was not livi ng on the farm at the time of this petition.
Th€ tam was rented a.nd the tenant appare ntly furnished a ll machin 
ery and stock since none of these itens appeare d on the debtor ' s
petition.

B . ASSETS AND LIAB IL ITii:S AS LISTED IN PETIT ION :
Debts
Secured :
Des�til!tion of �ro�er��
Real ostate mortgage
Second mortgage
City lot in Yankton
Mortgage on automobile

Value of
§CQUE! tl
$ 4620. 00
none
500. 00

$ SQOO;oo I
2900. 00
379. 52·

5300. 00

$11386 . 76

i

iso. oo

Unsecured :
Number of unaecured creditors : 7
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
Total indebtedness :

Apsetp (ns estimated by the debtor)
Value of real estate owned:
Value of livestock owned :
Va lue of other personal property :
Total value of all as sets :
Excess of debts over assets :
C.

Amount

� g�ei

101.2,

$ 1875 . 00

n�n�

$ �5120. 00
none

JJJ1 00

$ 13261.76

I

!iASaaQQ
7808. 76

PROCEDURE AND OU'rCm.fE OF CASE :
The debtor redeived an approval of _a I.and Commissioner ' s loan for
$4500 secured by a first mortgage on the real esta te with the co n
dition that these proccods pay a ll of the debts of the debtor. The
proposal of the debtor was as follows : "That the holder of first
mortgage agree to accept as full settlement $4000. That the holder
of second mortgage agree to accept in full settlement the sum of
$200. That the unsecured creditors agree to accept in full settle
ment of th�ir claims a SUt1 equal to 10 per cent of their claims.
Thi s proposal was rej ected by the creditor� and the debtor filed
an amended petitien under subsection ( s).
The debtor wa.s living in town at the time of his petition. He stat
ed that his retirement from the farm was due to the sicknes s and
death of his wife but he intended to return to �farr.d.ng in the near
future. The farm was rented on a cash-crop-share basis.
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CASE NO. L
( continued )
C•

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE: (continued )
A trustee was appointed and all of the assets of the debtor were
disposed of and c onverted into cash. All rea l estate was rej ect
ed as burdensome. The sum of $ 223. 39 was received by the trustee
and dis tributed to the creditors.
Discharge was granted June 6, 1935.
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CASE NO. 2
C ounty : Brown
Petition file d :

8/30/34

Total acres in farm: 160
Outcome of case : Dismi ssed

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FARM :
This was a diversified type of farin which apparently had adequate
buildings and equipment. Livestook included 10 horses, 22 cattle ,
10 sheep, 45 hogs and 120 chickens.
B. ASSETS A ND LIABIIJTIFS AS LISTED IN PETITION:

DebtJ

Secured :
De s criRtiO.ij of :m;gperty
Real e state mortgage
Chattel mortgage

Value of
pe cm:ity
$ 2000.00

�:z,,oo

$ 2572 . 00

Unsecured :
Num ber of unsecured creditors : 9
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxe s ,
Total ind ebt9dpe§S :

Assets (as estimated by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of live stock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Tgtal value or all as§ets :
Excess of de bts over assets :

C•

Amount

2r debt

$ 5694. 41
2000,00
$ 7694.41
$

632. 00

1 1·4,U.

$ 2000. 00
� 572. 00

385,00

$ 8470. 55

$ 2957,00
$ 5513. 55

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
Proceedings were dismissed upon petition or the debtor. The debtor
made a petition to t he court in which he stated : "Since the start
of the se proceedings I have effected a settlement with my creditors
outside of this court and ask that these proceedings be dismissed
as fully as though they had never been started. " The case was dismissed on February i_ 1935.
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County : Moody
Petition filed :
A.

CASE NO. 3
9/29/34

T otal acres in farm : 120
Outcome of. ca se : Discharged

GENERAL DESCRIPT ION OF FARM :
This was a conbination grain and livestock farn located in a rela
tively favorable farming area. The debtor apparently had a full
line of machinery, four hors.e s, 50 cattle, 18 sheep, and 11 hogs .

B. ASSETS AND LIAi IUTIES AS LIS1rED IN PETIT ION .

Debts

Secured :
Description
Real estate
Second real
Mortgage on
Mortgage on
Mortge.ge on

Value of
of J2IOperty
security
$ 5000. 00
mortgage
e state mortgage none
livestock and crop?00. 00
farra na.chinery
880. 00
none
1930 crop
$ 6580. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured oredi tors : 10
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
T o:tfa,l indebtegne§g :
Assetg (as estiJn.ated by the debtor)
Value of real estate owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Total va ue gf all assets :
Excess ot qebts over assets :
C.

Amount
of d9bi
$ 4004.70
2000. 00
2100. 00

sso. oo

500. 00
$ 9484.70

$ 1097.86
· le'Z ,91 $10 52 47
7 .
--1

$ 5100.· oo
7 36. 00
l.425.00

a$ 1261,og
3491.47

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
No agreement wa s reached between th e debtor and his creditors . The
debtor filed an a�ended petition under subsection ( s ) and was adj udged a bankrupt on February 25, 1935.
Appra isers were appointed and their appraisement was filed on April
24, 1935 • . All real estate of the debtor was rej ected as burdensome
since it was encumbered for more than its full value and was sold at
a £oreclos"1I'e sale. Personal property was appraised at $2248.
On February 13 , 1936, the debtor petitioned for a discharge wbich
he received on April 7 , 1936.
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CASE NO. 4
County : Perkins
Petition filed : 9/29/34

T otal acres in farm: 160
Outcome of · case: Dismissed

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FARM :
This wa s a livestock farm in the western pa rt of the stato. Personal
pro�orty of the debtor consisted of 26 head of cattle and general
household furni shings. No machinery was listed ·on the schedule.
B . ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS LISTED IN PETITION :
Debtg
Secured :
Value of
Amount
Degcr iption of propertx
,§_ecurity
of debt
Livestock nortgage
$ 700. 00
$. 300 . 00
Real ostate mortgage
1500,00
1500.00
2200. 00
$ 1800. 00
Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors: 4
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
Total indebtedness :
Assete (as estit:Jated by the de�tor)
Value of real o!ta te owned :
Value of liveetock owned :
Value of other personal pro porty :
T�tal valuo · of all assets :
Excess of debts over assets :
C.

i

$� 1500. 00
300. 00
500.00

I

PROCEDURE AND OUI'COME OF CASE :
In the conciliation proceedings, the debtor made thi s proposal to
his creditors : " I off or to turn 0-vcr to ny creditors rey coi:nmi tt
rnent from the Federal I.and Ban.� and land Commissioner at Omaha,
Nebraska, which is in the Sur!S of $800 and $600 respectively. That
the loan now running to the (Federal agency holding livestock mort
gage) as shown in my scheGulo, is not to be paid in accordance with
the commi ttnent, and I offer the comrtlttoent as it stands to be clos
ed up and pa.id to rrIY' creditors in .full satisfaction of all my debts
as they do appea r in my schedule herewith filed .. "
This proposal was rej ected by the maj ority of the creditors and the
conciliation commissioner recommended that the proceedings be dis
missed. The ca.so wa s dismissed on January 25, 1935.
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County : Perkins
Petition filed : 9/29/3 4

CASE NO. 5
Total acros in far� : 680
Outcome of case : Dismissed

A. GENERAL DESCRIPT ION OF FARM :
This farm cons isted mostly of p-�sture and hay land although a few
acres wore under cultiva tion. T he debtor owned 32 head of cattle
and a small anount of farm m chinery.
B . ASSETS AND LIABILITIES A S LISTED I N PETITION :
Debts
Secured :
Value of
Amount
Descripti on of proEertt
.§.£curity
�
Real estate mortgage
$ 5800. 00
$ 5800.00 )
Chattel nortgage
2004,00
20Q4.oo
J 7804.00 i 7804. 00
Unsecured :
Number of unseen.rod creditors : 8
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taaes :
Total indebtedne@a :

A s set§ (as estimated by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Total vaiue of all assets :
Excess of debts over ass·ets :
C.

$ 2306.41
46••44

$105?1. s,

e sooo.oo
00
""' 770.

lll7,00

1 6887.00
3684. 85

PROCEDURE A ND OUTCOME OF CASE ,
The debtor made the following pr oposal to his creditors : "I hereby
offer to all of o.y creditors in full satisfaction of their claims
aga inst me, my Federal land Bank and Federal Ie.nd Commissioner ' s
cornmittment for a loan against my land in a sum not determined. "
The creditors accepted this proposal, but only on condition that the
above comr.rl. ttment •., would ms. terialize. Since the committment could
not be paid immediately, the ca se was o10sed by the conciliation
commissioner. The pers onal understanding b etween the debtor and
creditors was that as soon as the committment materia lized , the debts
of the debtor would be pa.id on a pro-rata basis and fully discharged
by the creditors, but if the committment did not materialize the
debts would rema.in unchanged. This case wa s dismissed on March 11,
1935.
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CASE NO . 6 .
County : Perkins
Petition filed : 10/15/34

Total acres in farm : 120
Outcome .of case : Dismissed

A, GENERAL DESCRIPI'ION OF FARM :
This was a relatively small farm with little equipment. Livestock
cons isted of two horses and five hogs . About half of the land was
under cultivation.
B • ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS LISTED I N PETITION :

Debts

Secured :
Descri pti9n of proper�y
Contract for deed
Chattel mortgage
Mortgage on hogs
Mortgage on plow
Mortgage on crop

Value of
se curity

$ 5 00. 00
none
none
150. 00

�one

$ 50. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 10
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and pe�sonal property taxes :
Total indeb;tedness :

A;sets

(as e stilllated by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Total value of all assets :
Excess of debts over assets :

C.

Amount
2r deJ2ii
$ 1000. 00
143 . 00
100. 00
222. 47
200.00
$ 1665. 47
$ 695. 15
2§0.00
$

500. 00
120.00
305.00

$ 2640.62

$ ��. 00
$ 1715 . 62

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
The debtor ma.de the follewing offer to his creditors during concil
iation proceedings: HI offer to give to my creditors in full satis
faction of their claims my committment from the Federal I.a.nd Bank
and Federal land Commissioner . "
This proposal was rej ected by the creditors a nd the conciliation
commissioner recomme nded that the proceedings be dismissed. The
case was dismissed on March 12 1 1935 .
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·C ounty : Moody
Petition filed :

CASE NO . 7

11/10/34

Total acres in farm : 186
Outcome of case : Dismisse d

A. GENERA L DESCRI PT ION OF FARM :
This farm included a good sot of buildings and a complete line of
farm machinery. Live stock consisted of 11 horses, 47 head of cattle
and 40 hogs. This de btor was apparently eng•ged in a rather large
scale farming operation.
B. ASSETS AND UAB IUTIES AS L ISTED IN PET IT ION :
Debts
Secured :
Value of
Amount
Description of m:operty
ucyt;l.ty
of delz)
Real estate mortgage
$13500. 00
$12500.00
Second real estate mortgage
4000.00
1000. 00
Chattel mortgage
2600. 00
1700. 00
Chattel mortgage
250.00
none
Chattel mortgage
ngne
170.00
$16100. 00
$18620.00
Vnsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors: 12
Total amount of unsecured debts;
Real estate and pers·onal prc;,perty taxes:
T otal indebtedness:

c.

Assets (as estimated by the de btor)
Value of real estate owned :
Valuo of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Total value of all assets :
Excess of debts over assets :

$14181. 00
;J.05.00
$ 13500.00
1785. 00
2590.00

$32906. 00

127azs, oo
5031 . 00

PROCEDURE AND ourcae or CASE :
The debtor made this proposal to his creditors : 1 1 To the (insurance
company holding real estate mortga ge ) 1 that he would give to the
company two-fifths of the crop of the farm for a period of three
years in lieu of interest due upon the mortgage . That he would piy
the said company the sum of $10, 000 cash in full sett lement of their
claim. To all of the other creditors of the debtor, he would J:SY
20 per cent of the face value of their claims.u
The creditors apparently rejected this r,ropo sal and the debtor did
not file an amended petition. The case was dismissed on September
10, 1937 upon recommendation of the conciliation commissioner.
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CASE NO. 8

County : Brown
Petition filed :

12/7/34

Total acres in farm, 80
Outcome of case : Dismissed

A . GENERAL DESCR IPT ION OF FARM :
This was a small farm with very little machinery or livestock. Per
sonal property of the debtor consisted of two horses, two cows,
50 chickens, a few tools and general house�old .furnishings.
B. ASSETS AND LIAB ILIT IES AS USTED IN PET IT ION :

D9bts

Secured :
Description of property
Real estate mortgage
Mortgage on horses

Value of
security
$ 1600. 00
35.00
$ 1635. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 6
T otal amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property tnxe� :
Total in debtedneps :
As s et§ (as estimate d . by the debtor )
Value of real estate owne d : ·
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Tota* xalue of all assets :
Excess of debts over n�sets :
C•

Amount
of debt
$ 2168. 48
35.00
$ 2203 . 48
$ 689. 30
.none
· $ 1600. 00
�
83.50
245,00

$ 2892 .78

l

1,22s1 50
964. 28

PROCEDURE AND OUI'COME OF CASE :

The real estate of the debtor wa s previously foreclosed and sold
for $2225. A sheriff ' s deed was issued and an order wa s ma de for
the debtor to va.eato the premises. The court rules that the debtor
did not own the real estate and that the same should be etriken
from the records.

The debtor advised the conciliation co:rnrnissioner that the above debt
was the only one that ho was intel'ested in adj usting and that he
was through so far as the court was concerned. The case was dis
missed on April 12 , 1935.
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CASE NO . 9
Countyt Perkins
Petition filed : 12/16/34

Total acre s in farm: 160
Outcome . of case: Dismissed

A . GENERAL DESCRIPI' ION OF FARM :
This farm wa s located in a n area which is primarily used for cattle
raising. It would seen that this farmer was rather poorly equi pped
for carrying on ga:iera.l farming operations. Personal property in�
eluded one tractor , 13 mixed cattle and 11 hogs .
B. ASSETS AND UABILITIFS AS LISTED IN PETITION :
Debts
S ecured :
Amount
Value or
D es cription of properti
security
of debt
·
.3000. 00
$ 1000. 00
Real estate mortgage
460 . 00
Mortgage on stock and machinery 460. 00
200.00
Chattel mortgage
l:4.0,09
$ 1960. 00
$ .3600. 00

e

Unsecure d :
Number or unsecured c reditors : .3
Total a.mount of uns ecured debts :
Real estate nnd personal property taxes :
Total indebtedness .

$

Assets ( as estimated by the debtor )
Value or real estate owned :
Value or livestock owned :
Value of o ther personnl property :
Total value of all assets :
Excess of debts over ass ets :
C.

952 . 00
46,00

$ 2 958 .00

$ 3000. 00
315 . 00

38�.oo

$ 3700 . 00

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
Debtor I s proposal to his c reditor s : "I do hereb y make and offer
1
to all of my creditors my Federal la n d Bank and Gornmiss ioner s
C ommittment given me as a loan on my land, which Cor.:mittment is
in the sum of $1000, and I offer the same in full eat� faction of
my debts. "

the creditors accepted thi s propos al but only on condition tha t
this commit tnient would matc rinlize , Simce the comm.it tment could
not be pa.id et this time, the case was crdered closed a.nd dismissed
by the conciliation commis sioner.

The personal unders tandi ng betwee n the debtor and the creditors
wa s that as soon as the cormii ttment rna.terialized, the debts of the
debtor would- bo paid on a pro-re.ta basi s and' fully discharged , If
the committment did not ma terialize, the debts are to remain unchanged.

-
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CASE NO. 10
County : Yankton
Petition filed : 2/5/35

Total acres in farm : 3 1
Outcome · of case : Dismissed

A. GENERAL DESCRIPI' ION OF FABM :
This fa.rm consisted on only 31 acres, most of which wo.s pastur e .
Livestock included four horses, four cows and eight hogs. No
farm equipment appeared on the schedules.
B. ASSETS AND LIAB IL IT IES AS LISTED IN PET ITION :
Debts
Secured :
Value of
r;ty
on
of
ript
prope
geeurity
i
Desc
$ 3100. 00
Real estate rnortgago
Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 1
T otal anount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :

Total indebtedness :

Assets (as · estinntod by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of 11vostock owned :
Value of other personnl property :
Toto.1 volue of nll o.ssets :
Excess of debts over assets :
C.

0
$

Amount
of debt
315 0. 00

49,1>2

82. 00

$ 3300. 00
129. 00
- � 270.25

$ 3281.42

$ 3699. 2 5

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
Debtorl3 proposa l to creditors : "Tho debtor offers to settle tbe
claim of the (holder of real estate mortgage ) for $2500 and to his
unsecured credito r he offers to pay a small percent�ge or the claim
if given time to ra.iso the money ; "
The creditors accepted this proposal but the debtor wa s unable to
obtain the necessary money. The debtor did not rile an anended
petition and the case was dismissed Mo.y 31, 1935 .
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CASE NO . 11
County : Perkins
Petition filed : 2/11/35
A.

Total acres in farm : 160
Outco�e · or case : Dismi ssed

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FARM :
This wa s a re:0.tively small but well eq uipped farm. The debtor
owned eight horses, 37 co.ttlo, seven hogs and 50 chickens. F�
machinery included a tractor and cor:1bine. This farmer usuo.lly
rented additional land.

B . ASSETS AND LIABIUTIES AS LISTED IN PETITION :

D ebts

Secured :
Description of property
Real estate mortgage
Note and oortgage
Note and mortgage
Chnttel mortgage
Note and oortgnge

Vo.lue of
security
$ 4.300. 00
275. 00
300. 00
575.00
none
$5450.00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured- creditors : 2
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
Tgtal indebtedness :

As sets ( as estimated by the debtor)
Value of real es��te owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
T otal value of all as sets :
Exces s of debts over assets :

Amount
of debt
$ 1000. 00
1200�00
1100.00
1150. 00
875,00
$ 5325.00
$ 180. 00
� 700,0Q
$ 4.300.00
617.50
775.00

$ 6205 . 00

$ 5692.50
$ 512. 5 0

C . PROCEDURE AND OU'rCC!v1E OF CASE :
The debtor made this proposal to hi s creditors : "To all of my
creditors I offer my Federal Land Bank and I.and Coml!li ssioner ' s
Conrn.ittment which is in the suo of $4100, which i s tnde in full
satisfaction of all of my clnims. "
This proposal wn s rejected by the creditors and the debtor did not
file an amended petition_ The case wo. s dismissed upon recommen
dation of the conciliation comr.d a s�oner, on April 12 , 1935.
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CASE NO. 12

County : Moody
Petition filed :
A.

10/12/35

Total acres in farm : 120
Outcome · of case: Dismissed

GENERAL DESCRIPT ION OF FARM t
The debtor in this case wa s a tenant and owned no real estate . The
fa.rm included n smll amount of oe.chinery, two horses, 30 cattle '
and 31 hogs.

B . ASSETS AND LIAB ILITIES AS LISTED IN PET ITION :

Debtp

Secured :
Description or propert1
Rent mortgage
Chattel mortgage

Value of
security
$ 625. 00

5. 00
6 11�690.
00

Bneecured :
NUI!lber of unsec\U'ed creditors: 9
T otal amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal ·property taxes :
Total ind ebt ed ne ss t

Asset;

(as es titntlted · by the debtor)
Val ue of real estate owned :
Value of livesotck owned :
Value of other personal property :
Total value of a1i asset§ :
Excess of de bts over as.sets :

C.

Amount
2f de�
$ 290. 00

550. 0Q

$ 840 . 00

$ 3589.00
6':,2 6
-$

$ 4493 . 2 6

none
925 , 00

165, 00

$ ._990,00
3403. 26

PROCEDURE AND OUI'COME OF CASE :

Debtort3 proposal to his creditors : uThe petitioner offers to se�tle
the claim of the ( loa n comi:nny holding chattel mortgage ) for $300
cash. Thia claim is in j udgtient ·. a.nd the accepta.nce of the offer to
compromise is to satisfy this j udgmettt. The other j udgment debts
of the debto� are hereby offered to be compromised at 10 per cent
ot their face amounts. "
The creditors rejected this proposal and the debtor did not file an
a me nded petition. This ca se was dismissed on September 7, 1937.
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CASE NO . 14

County t Moody
Petition filed :

9/28/36

Total acres in fa.rm : 320
Outcome ·of case : Dismissed

A.

GENERAL DFSCRI PI'ION OF FARM :

B.

ASSETS AND LIABI LITIES AS LISTED IN PETITION :

This was a large farm located in a relatively favorable farming
area. The farmer owned five horses, 40 cattle and 53 hogs, Amount
of machinery appeared to be rather smo.11 for a farm of this size.

Debts
Secured :
Descri ption of m:operty
Real estate mortgage
Chattel mortgage
Chattel mortgage

'Value or
security
$24000.00
600. 00
600.00
$25200.00

Unsecured c
Number of unsecured croditors : 4
Totnl amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate nnd porsona.l property taxes :
Toyal indebtedng ss :

Agsetg ( as estimated by the debtor)
Value of real estatc owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal propert y :
Total value of all a ssets.:
Excess of debts over assets :
C.

Amount
of deb�
$20000. 00
600. 00
600.00
$21200. 00
$ 1840. 00

'331,68

\24000. 00
1255. 00
2000.00

$23371. 68

$27255 . 00

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
The debtor made the following proposnl to his creditors : flTha t the
(insurance company holding real estate mortgage ) , upon the P9-yment
of $750 by the debtor, compromise the indebtedness of the debtor
· · . upon the real estate owned by the debtor, so tho.t the same will be
pa.id by the proceed s of a loan now approved by the Federal I.a nd
Ba.nlc of Oma.ha.. That he pay to the ( commercial bank ) , the sum. of
$ 600 in full settlement of his j ud gment, That he �y (person hold
ing chattel mortgage ) the sum of $50 upon the indel:rtedncss owed to
hiI!l and that the balance ·be extended for a period of one yeo.r. This
offer was rej ected and the case was dismissed on February 11, 1937.
Assets exceeded liabilities in this case.
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County : Ynnkton
Petition filed : 4/22/37
A.

CASE NO . 15
Totnl acres in farm : 80
Outcome· of case : Dismissod

GENERAL DESCR IPT ION OF FARM :
This was a small diversified typo farm. The debtors inventory in
cluded a small runount of machinery, sevon cows, two hogs and 40
chickons.

B. ASSETS AND LIAB IL IT IFi3 AS L ISTED IN PET IT ION :

Debts

Sectured :
De s cription or property
Real estate mortgage
Feed loans
Mortgage on livestock

Value of
s ecurity
$ 5000. 00
none
250,00
$ 5250. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured crodi tors: . 3
Totnl a.mount of unsecured debts :
Real e state and personal property taxes :
Tota l indebt ednes s :

Assets ( as eetimo.ted by the debtor )
Value of roo.l estate owned :
Value or livestock owned :
Value of other personal property t
Total yaly,e of alJ. assets :
Excess ot debts over assets :
C.

Amount
of debt
$ 6385. 98
883 . 00
2�0,00
$ 7518. 98
$ 244.00

91.34

$

$ 7854. 32

sooo. oo

278. 00

523.00

$ 5801,00
$ 2053. 32

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
The real estate mortgage was mo.de in 1925. The creditor foreclosed
on the mortgage nnd the property was sold on April 21, 1936 for the
sum of $6135. 98. On September 27, 1937 , the extension of the time
of redemption wo.s ter:rainated. For this rea son the court ruled that
it had no j urisdiction in the real estate and that this property
should be striken from the schedules.
The proposal of the debtor for conciliation vas rej ected by his
creditors. An a.mended petition wa s filed and rental was set. The
debtor apparently did not continue under the proceedings and the
case was dist!lissed on October 30, 1937 .
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CASE NO . 16
County c Moody
Petition filed :

6/21/37

Total acres in farm : 80
Outcone · or case : D is missed

A . GENERAL DESCR IPTION OF FARM :
This wa s a small, diver sified farti. The debtor apparently had a
sufficient amount of equipnent for the size of farm. Livestock
included two horses, 20 cattle , and four hogs.

B. ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS LISTED IN PETITION :
Debts
Secured :
Description or propertI
Real estate ·mortgage
Chnttel mortgage
Chattel mortgage

Value of
�eaurity
$ 6500. 00
125. 00
720, 00
� 7345. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 2
Total amount of unse cured debts i
Rea l e state and personal property taxes :
Total indebtedness :
Asp et§ {as e stimated by the debtor )
Value or real estate owned s
Value or livestock owned :
Value of other personal. property :
Total value of all a ssets :
Excess of debts over assets :
C.

Amount
9f debt
$ 4500. 00

u1.,o

720,00
$ 5.337. 00
$
.

150. QO
50.00

$ 5537 . 00

"'(

$ 6500. 00
675. 00
<]25, 00

$ 8100. 00

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
It should be noted in this cn se that the debtor ' s a ssets were appar
ently greater than his lia bilitie s. The debtor ' s proposal to his
creditors wa s rej ected . A mortgage on all real estate wns contract
ed in 1929 and no payments were made after 1933 . Since the propert y
wa s foreclosed and sold, the debtor had no equity in the real estate
at the date of petition. Apparently this farmer did not petition
until after his right of redemption had expired.
The debtor did not amend hi s petit ion and the case wa s dismissed on
October 22 , 1937.
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CASE NO .
County : Brown
Peti tion filed : 2/28/38
A . GENERAL DESCRIPI'ION OF FARM :

17
Total acres in farm : 480
Outcome of case : Dismissed

B. ASSETS A ND LIAB ILITIES AS LISTED IN PET ITION •
�

Secured :
Value of
Desgripti on of propert�
§ecuritz
Mortgage on renl estate
$ 2525. 00
Second real estate mortgage
none
Mortgage on livestock
980.00
d�) 3505.
•::
00

Amount
of debj
$ 9000. 00

3800.oo

250.00
$ 13050. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 8
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
Total indebtedness :
Assets (as estimated by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Total value of all asset s :
Excess of debts over assets :

$ 2525 . 00
n�ne

-(

$ 2800. 00
980. 00
�661 00

$ 15575. 00

I

�1,1,�.QO
11129 . 00

C . PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
The debtor wa s the wife of a deceased farmer. She made the follow
ing propoool to her creditors : "De btor proposes to his secured
creditors; that he continue to possess, farm and care for his pro
porty to the best of his ability and resources and -0ccording to good
farming practices, a nd out of tho �proceeds of each year ' s operations,
take out nnd pay; first, the prudent and necessary cost of production
of crops and of operation and maintenan ce of farm; second, take out
of such income such reasono.ble standard of living for the debtor and
bis dependents, and that such amount may be determined by the con
ciliation aommissi oner or by arbitration, at the option of the cre
ditors ; third, an amount suffici ent to i:ay, a nd to i:ny at least one
year ' s taxes ; fourth, pay over and account to the conciliation com
missioner all the balance of his yearly i ncome on or bafore Decem
ber 1 each year, which such balance debtor estima tes will, during
the noxt threo years, avera ge at least $ 1250 per year, such income
to be pa.id over to the creditors as payment of their claims, to the
exte nt of the value of their security or the amount of their allow
ed claims, whichever is lesser in amount , and in a ccorda nce with
such priorities, equiti es , a nd proporti ons as may be agreed upon by
the creditors or determi ned by t he conciliation eommissioner or the
court to be j ust ; (unpaid balan ce to bear interest at the rate of

CASE NO . 17
(continued )
C.

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE .: (continued )
4 per cent per annum ) ; it being the intention and proposnl of
the debtor to apply as such payment all income over and above
the costs of operation, living expenses of the debtor and his
dependents; and taxes, and �y each creditor as soon as possible,
and that in case the application of such income does not pay with
in throe years the anount of the debt, or the values of the se
curities, that debtor will before the expiration of three years
from the acceptance of this proposal, refinance such remaining
a.mount by securing a lonn, or disposing ot property, or both ,
sufficient to complete such payments. "
This proposnl was rejected by the creditors and the debtor filed
nn nmended petition under subsection { s ) . An app�nisal was made
on August 2, 1938. Appraised value of real estate was e3485 and
value of personal property wns $1346.
The secured creditors each mde a : ootion to dismiss the proceed
ings and the court filed a written decision thereon; consisting of
findings of fact and conclusions of law. As conelusions of law,
tho court found that the cnse should be dismissed because the pro
posal of tho debtor did not offer any reas��ble prospect of re
habilitation and thnt it was not in good faith within the meaning
df the Bankruptcy Act. (The next of this decision and a discuss
ion of the ca.so may be found in Chapter V. )

T he debtor made an appeal, along with 23 other debtors who had also
filed petitions in Brown County on February 28, 1938, and whose
cases were dismissed on the same grounds. In another written state
ment the jud ge again ruled that .the proposals of the 24 debtors were
not in good faith.

Thia case was dismissed on M9.rch 28, 1939.
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CASE NO. 18
County : Brown
Petition file d :

2/28/38

Total acres in farm : 160
Outcome of oase : Discharged

A . GENERAL DESCR IPTION OF FARM :
This farmer had a complete line o f farm ma chinery but owned no
real estate. The inventory of the farm include d eight horses,
14 cows, one tractor and one threshing ma.chine.

B, ASSETS AND L IABILITIES AS LISTED IN PETIT ION :
Debts
Secure d :
D e§st�ation �! �ro�etti
land lease
Chattel mortgage
Second chattel mortgage
Mortgage on farm ma chinery
Mortgage on hogs
Second mortgage on hogs

Value of
�emaritI;
$ none
696. oo
none
150. 00
454. 00
n2ne
$ 1300. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 11
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
Total indebte dness :
Assets (as estimated by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
Tota.J. value of a.11 assets :
Excess of debts over assets :
c.

Amount

$

$

. ).?
$

9.f d�b:1;:
375. 00
819. 00
920. 00
564. 00
450. 00

��.oo

3183. 00

.oo
�1.00

2007

$ 5241� 00

none

__s_s2,oo

4so. oo

e, 1362,00

$ 3879.00

PROCEDURE AND ourooME OF CASE :

TGe debtor ' s proposal to bis creditors wa s essentially the same as
the pre,ce ding case (NUI!lber 17) since the proposals of all debtors
filing petitions on February 28, 1938 in Brown County were on a
mimeographed form wi th onl y amounts of money and percentages filled
in.

This proposal wa.s rej ected and the debtor filed an amende d petition.
Personal property or the farmer was nppraised a t $815 and a yearly
rental or �i5 was set by the court.
Most of the debtor • s property wa s abandone d as burden some.
charge wn s granted on December 26, 1941 .
'·'

Dis- ·
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CASE NO . l9
County : Brown
Petition filed r

Total �cres in fa.rm: 90
Outcome or cases Discharged

3/4/38

A . GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FARM :
This was a small, diversified fa.rm. The debtor was a. tenant but
owned a considerable amount of farm machinery and livestock, in
cluding three horses, 68 cattle, 10· ·.sheep, 10 hogs and two tractors.
B ., ASSETS AND LIAB ILITIES AS LISTED IN PET IT ION:

Debtp

Value of
Secured :
Description of property
securi ty
c
Mortgage on fnrn ma hinery $ 60. 00
Mortgage on all other IW.chinery 800. 00
none
Second mortgage (above)

e

s6o. oo

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors f 12
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate a nd personal property taxes:
Totnl 1ndebtedneps :.
Assets (as estimated by the debtor )
Value of renl estate owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal .property :
Total value of all a ssets :
Excess of debts over as sets :
C.

Amount
of debt
$ 60. 00
1414. 80
320,00
$ 1794. 80
$ 4360. 00
80.00
$

none
1785.00
196.00

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :

$ 6234. SO

i 4212s531,. 80
;:p

oo

The debtor ' s proposnl to his creditors wa s rej�cted and an amended
petition wa s filed. An npprniso.l was made on August 13 , 1938 and
the farner 1 s personal property wa s valued at $2113 . 80. A yearly
rental or $105 was set by the court.
The farmer wa s granted a discharge on January 3 , 1939.
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CASE NO . 20

County : Brown
Petition filed :

5/1/40

Total acres in tarm t 320
Outcom9 .or cnse : Discharg�d

A.

GENERAL DESCRI PTION OF FARM :

B.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS LISTED IN PETITION :-

This farm included 160 acres owned by the debtor and a quarter sec
tion which was rentod. Ab out half of the land \las under cultivat ion.
Livestock consisted of two horses and 19 cows.

Debts

Secured :
nescription or propert,y
Real estato mortgage
A nd 1935, 1936, 1937
Crop mortgages

Value of

securitz

$ .3500. 00

Amount
of debt
$ 9414. 6.3

.3500. 00
Unsecured c
Number of unsecurod creditors : 1
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and . personal property taxes :
Total indeb\ed naaa., ·:

Asseto

{ as estimated by the debtor )
Value of real estate ownod :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property s
Total value of �11 assets :
Excess of debts over assets :

C.

94l4. 6.3

$ .3500.00
-

410. 00
6<+9,00

$ A559.oo

e 5365 , 92

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :

The debtor had filod a petition under section 75 two years previous
to filing the present petition. This first petition was dismissed.

The proposal or· the debtor was rej ected and he filed an amended
petition under subsection ( s ). Real estate was valued at $4000 and
personal property at $1016.
The following rental was set by the court : one-third of all grain,
full amount of all government payments and $40 rental on pasture and
buildings, · The debtor paid $183 .55 rental in 1941 and $276. 95 rent
al in 19'42. On May 25, 1943, the farmer offered to pay the ap praised
value of the real estate into the oourt and to receive a deed to the
. rtgage object ed
property. The creditor holding the real estate JDO
on the grounds that the property had substantially de preciated in
value since the appraisal , A hearing wa s held before the Circuit
Judge and tbe real estate wa s reappraised at $7�00. The debtor was
given ninety days within which to pay this amount into the court,

There is no record of whether the farmer actually redeemed his pro
perty but a discharge was granted on February 3 , 1944.
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CASE NO . 21
County : Brown
Petition filed c

Total acres in farm : 480
Oui>come or case : D ischarged

5/15/40

A, GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FARM :
Although this wa s a rather large farm, no livestock or machin ery
appeared on the farmer ' s schedules. It would seem that the debtor
was rather poorly equipped for carrying on gen�ral farming operations .
B . ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS LISTED IN PETITION :

pebts

_ S ecured :
DescriQtion o{ J2[0�erty
Real estate and 1938 crop
mortgage
S econd real estate mortgage
S econd real estate mortgage
Chattel mortgage

•
$

Value or
security
6000. 00
none
non e
non e
6000, 00

Unsecured :
Number of uns ecured creditors : 14
Total amount of unsecur ed debts :
Real estate and personal pr operty taxes :
T�t a+ ind ebtedne ss �
A;sets { as estirmted by the d ebtor )
Value of real estate own ed :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal· property :
T ot al value of all asse�Jt :
E xcess of debts over assets :
C,

Amount
of debt

$ 8400.00
5000. 00
2395. 00

��. og

$1 585 0. 00

$ 5458.00
128,61

$21466. 61

$ 6000. 00
none
136,00

PROCEDURE AND OUI'OOME OF CASE :

The debtor ms.de the following proposal to his creditors , " I offer
to pay the (government credit agency holding real estate mortgage )
$6000 and the balance within three years and to pay an annual rental
of $ 60. To the (holder of second mortgage on real estate ) I offer
to pay $50 and one-half of the crop in 1940 and 1941 . To my un
secured creditors I will pay ·5 per cent of the face of" their claims . "
This proposal was rej ected and the debtor f'iled an amended petition .
An appraisal was made on October 4z 1940 . Real estat e was appra ised
at $5000 and personal property at $165.
Th e annual rental was set at one-third aha.re of grain , one-fourthand
$ 60 for pa stur e
or all government payments and a cash rental
1941 and a rental
in
buildings. The bankrupt paid a rental of $274
or $149. 32 in 1942.
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CASE NO , 21
( continuea )
C . PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASES : ( continued )
The creditor holding a real e sta te mortgage nsked the court for
permission to foreclose on the debtor 's property after the mora
torium period had expired. This request was apparently denied
and the debtor wns discharged September 9, 1942. •

• -l
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CASE NO . 22
C ounty : Brown
Petition filed :

Total acres in farm : 320
Outcome of case : Discharged

5/21/40

A , GENERAL DESCR IPTION OF FARM :
This farm appeared to be rather typical of the farming area within
which it wa s located. Livestock on the farm consisted of four
horses, 13 cows, eight sheep, 7 5 chickens and 19 turkeys • . T he
debtor apparently owned a full line of farm machinery.
B. ASSETS AND L IAB IL ITIES AS L IS TED
Debts
Secured :
Desgr iption of property
$
Real estate mortgage
Mortgage on tractor.
Mortgage on plow

$

IN PET IT ION :
Value of
security
1775. 00
300. 00
60.00
2135. 00

Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 1
T otal amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
T otal indebt·edne ss :

Assets (as estimated by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of livestock owned :
Value of other personal property :
'fota'l value of all e. ssets :
Excess of debts over assets :

C.

Amount
of debt
$ 8712. 82
176. 70
a., 70
$ 8931 . 22

..,

�

$

l9�·96
11,50

$ 1600. 00
573. 00
645,00

$ 8962 . 68

$ 2818,0Q
i 6144. 68

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :
The debtor's proposal to hi.s creditors was as follows : "To Brown
County for taxes he will pay the full amount as soon as he is able
to get the money. To the (holder of real estate mortgage ) he will
pay $7000 and make payment as follows : He will give one-fourth of
of the crop and pay $ 50 cash rent and pay the taxes for 1940 and
1941. D�ing 1942 he will pay the balance for the land. ''

T he creditors rej ected this proposal and the debtor filed an amended
petition.

T his farmer had previously filed a petition under section 75 on
February 2 8, 19.38 but the case \laS dismissed. _ . The debtor stated
that since hie first petition had been dismissed, the Supreme Court
made a ruling that the District Court should not determine that a
debtor cannot rehabilitate himself ( lack of good faith ).
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CASE NO. 22
( continued )
C,

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE : (continued )
An appraisal wa s made on January 6; 1941. The appraised value of
the teal estate was $2100; personal property was valued at $772.
The real estate rental was set at one-fourth of all grain, cash
rent of $25 for pasture and buildings and one-fourth of all govern�
ment payments, The debtor pa. id a rental of $266. 50 in 1941 and
$179. 54 in 1942. This case was discharged on N ovember 18, 1942 .

• -.i
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CASE NO . 23
County : Brown
Petition filed :
A.

5/21/40

Total acres in fa rm : 240
Outcome of ca se : Discharge d

GENERAL DESCRIPI'ION OF FARM :

This fa rm was a pparently opera ting without sufficient machinery
stock. Only a small portion of the land was under cultivation.
The farmers inventory included two horse s, nine hea d of cattle a nd
50 chickens.

a nd

B.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS LISTED IN PETITION :

Debts
Value of
S e cured:
Description of property
§ecurity
Real estate a nd crop mortgage< $6000.00
Mortga ge on livestock
280 . 00
Second chattel mortgage
none
Second mortga ge on livestock
n9ne
$ 6280. 00
Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors : 7
Tota l amount of unsecured debta :
Real esta t e and personal property taxes :
Tota l indebtedness t

Assets ( a s estimated by the debtor)
Va lue of real estate owned :
Value of livestock owne d :
Value of other personal property :
Tota l value of all assets :
Excess or · debts over assets :
C.

Amount
of debt
$12000.00
300. 00
110. 00
200,00
$12610. 00
$ 2095.00
. i

24. 36

$ 6000. 00
10. 00

332,50

$14729. 36

a$ 8386.86
6342,50

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :

Debtors proposa l to creditors : "To the ( holder of real estate mort
gage ) he offe.s $ 5000 in full settlement of the ir claim with the ir
usual rate of interest upon deferred payments to be i:eid a s follows :
One-third of the crop and one-third of the soil mone y for the years
1940 and l941. Both of these piyments will be made before December
1 of their respective years. Th e balance of the a mount 'to be pa.id
on or be fore three years from date of filing the petition here in,
in cash or sufficient ca sh to satisfy the creditor s for the balance.

To th e other secur e d creditors, whose securities are e liminated by
reason of condition, 5 per cent of the amount they cl.aim, to be paid
one -ha lf in the fall of 1940 and one-half in the fall of 1941. To
the unse cured creditors he offers 5 per cent of the face of their
claims without interest ; to be pa. id one-half in the fall of 1940 and
one -balt in the fall of 1941. "
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CASE NO . 23
( continued )

C.

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :

This proposal was rej ected and the debtor filed an amended petition.
An a ppraisal was made on November JO, 1940J value of the real estate
was $4800 and personal property was valued at _ $785 .
Rental on the property was set at one-third of the grain, cash rent
of $50 for pasture a nd buildings and one-fourth or all government
payments. This rental was pa.id in 1941 and 1942.
The debtor was granted a discharge on November 18, 19,42 .
On November 2, 1945 the debtor petitioned to close the case. He
stated that he had pa.i d all of his secured creditors or settled
with them by selling his real estate.

• -1
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CASE NO . 24
County : Brown
Petition filed :
A.

7/28/41

Total acres in farm : 120
Ou tcome or ca se : Discha rged

GENERAL DESCRIPI'ION OF FARM :
This farmer was a. tenant and was apparently engaged in the raising
and feeding of livestock . He owned tour horses, 28 cattle, 80
sheep and 12 hogs but had very little farm machinery .

B. ASSETS AND LIAB ILIT IES AS L ISTED IN PETIT ION : .
Debts
Secured :
D escri�tion ot 12[Q�er;ti
Livestock mortgage
Soil payment
Note and chattel mortgage
Mortgage on crop

Value of
§ecur;Lu
$ 1210. 00
170. 00
500. 00
1��1 00
$ 2035.00

Amount
ot de�
$ 750.00
170. 00
489 . )2

$

12�. oo

1564 • .32

Unsecured :

Number or unsecured creditors : 6
Total amount ot unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
Total indebtedne ss :
Aa sets (as estimated by the debtor )
Value of real estate owned :
Value of livestock Otmed :
Value of other personal property :
T2tal value of all assqta :
Excess of debts over assets :
C.

$ 1120. 00
12,17
· -�
$

$ 2696.49

none

1070. 00

105.00

175, 00
i$ 11521,
49

PROCEDURE AND OUTCOME OF CASE :

The de btor offered this proposal to bis creditor s : "To all his
creditors secured by chattel mortgages , he will pay in full payment
to be divided into three pa.rte, approximately one-third in the fall
of 1941, the balance divide d into two equal pa rts and one pa.rt to
be paid in the fall of 1942 and the other part in the fall of 194.3.
To his unsecured cre ditors he offered to pay 5 per cent, 2 per cent
in the fall of 1941, 2 per cent in the fa ll of 1942, and 1 per cent
in the fall of 1943.

The credito rs did not acc €pt this pr oposal and the debtor filed an
amended petition.
The debtor applied for a di scharge and sin ce no obj e ctions wer e made ,
the divchar ge was granted o n June 13 , 1942 .
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CASE NO. 25
County : Yankton
Petition filed : 6/29/l;J.
A. GENERAL DESCRIP'l'ION
Farming operations
ing corn and small
a complete line of

Total acres in farm : 160
Outcome of case : Dismissed
OF FARM :
of this debtor were apparently confined to rais
grain. The farmer had no livestock but owned
farm nn chinery.

B. ASSETS AND UABILIT IES AS LISTED IN PETIT ION :
Debts
Value of
Amount
Secured :
ecurity
Description of property
s
of debt
$
4500.
00
$11926.17
Real estate mortgage
250,00
200,00
Mortgage on tractor
$ 4750. 00
$12126. 17
Unsecured :
Number of unsecured creditors: 14
Total amount of unsecured debts :
Real estate and personal property taxes :
Tota l ind ebtedness :

Ass ets ( as estima ted by the debtor )
Value or real estate owned :
V�lue or livestock owned ;
Value or other personal property :
Total value of all as sets :
Exces s or debts over assetss
C.

$ 4082 , 2 5
none
•-/

$16208.J.2

$ 4500. 00
none

735. 50

$ 5235,50
$10972. 92

PROCEDURE AND OUTCM OF CASE :
The debtor and his creditors did not reach a voluntary agreement
and an amended petition was filed. A three year stay of proce ed
ings wa s allowed and an appraisal or the debtors property was ma.de
on October 12, 1942 . Real e state was appra ised a t �:4000 and personal property at $ 1240,
An annua l rental was set by the court. The debtor pa.id a total or
$266�. 58 rental for the years 1943, 1944 and 1945.

The exact outcome or this case is uncertain. It i s proba bl, that
the debtor made Ql out of cOUT t s ettlement with his creditors. There
is no r e cord of a dismis s al /but since the debtor did not recieve a
dischatge, this case was treated as if it were dismissed .

A PPENDIX B
;

SAMPLE OF SCHEDULES USED

..
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SCHEDULE I
NORTH DAKOl'A FA�R BANKRUPrCY SURVEY , 5-1-54

Name
Case No.

Residence______couott______
Type of procedur e : Regular

or Sec. 75__..._

Date petition f'iled________________________
Date Order of Dismissal filed.______
Date Order of Discharge filed______
Length of case_____________months
Attorney_______Referee_,________Trustee_______Conciliation Commissioner____
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SCHEDULE II
NORTH DAKOTA FARMER BANKRUPI'CY SURVEY , 5-1-54

·---

Na me____________ 1 . Indebtedness having priority of law :
( from Scedule A-1 of Petition}
Case No.

----------

Taxes due

u. s .

C ounty__________________________

Real estate and personal
property taxes

Discharged____or dismissed____

Wages due others

Date of petition______________

other debts having priority::::::::::

-----

Total priority indebtedness_______

Total acres in fa.rm
2.

Secured debts (from Schedule A-2 of Petition) :
Name of creditor

V alue of Amount
securitr of debt

Description of property

$___ $___

•••
$ ___ $___

Total secured debts

Total
Am't.i___
_
creditors
of
_
No.
:
A-3)
Unsecured
3.
debts (from Schedule

4 . Total indebtedness • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

• • • • • • $___

5. Assets (from Schedules B-1 , B-2 , B-3, B-4 , and B-5 of Petition):
Estima ted value or
real estate owned
No. of acres . owned
$_______

Horses

Tractors

Cows

Autos

Sheep

Trucks

Hogs

Combines

Chickens_Threshers

Value of livestock owned $

Value of other per. prop. $
Total per. prop . . ..
· Total value of all a ssets
Value

or prop. exempt by law $

$

$
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SCHEDUI.E II
( contin ued }
6. From App[aisers Report :
Date of report

------------------

Value of real estate $__________
Value of per. · prop . $_____

7. Outcome of case ( in general tenns. If case dismissed, reason for dis
missal. If bankr upt discharged, general statement of composition. )
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SCHEDUIE

III

SECTION 75 CONCILIAT ION CASES IN NORTH DAKOTA

No, of cases

1. Bankrupt discharged
2 . � dismis s ed (including dismissal without prejudice )
� � reopened
3. � dismissed without m:ejuA.1.ce W1Q reopened �
� docket number :

1'hi

a. Bankrupt discharged

1, 633
0

b. Case dismissed

4. � transferred :t.Q. regular ba.nkruptcz docket � given
� bankrupt cy docket number :

a.

25

Bankrupt discharged

60

b. Case dismissed and not reopened
o . Case dismissed ; petitione r instituted a new section 75
case :

( 1 ) Bankrupt discharged

.

-{

(2) Case dismissed

5. Case dismissed; petitioner instituted � new � under
deotion 72 :
a. Bankrupt discharged
b. Ca se dismissed
6 . Case dismis��; �ttlioner subseq uently filed under the
�egular bankru� laws :
a. Bankrupt discharged

1

3

30
46

4

b . Case dismissed
Total number of cases

0
2, 651

1 . Total cases going to discharge

852

Reoapitu�tio n :

2. Total cases dismissed
T otal number of cases

1 , 799
2, 651

Case
No.

sourn

----

REGION

i sect .
i

I

.!'

75

DAKOl'A FARMER BANKRUPI'CY CASE'S

Bankrupt . Farmer
i Length of Procedure
Name Residence ; County Fi.le . �is- 1 Close
Est.
1 Pet. nnssal
1
i

I

I

· SCHEDULE IV

-+
1l

T�-

I

\

lI _ _ _ _ __ ____J. ____ __ l;

_\

I

I

1

I

!

ii

J

l

I
I

Att 1 y • : Ref.

I

I Trust

.1

I

Cone .
Connn.

I

-

----

YEAR

Conments

I

!

i

l

l
i
I

I

!

I

l
\

l

!
\

1'

1

4
I

I

I

I

-----!

.:..

I

1
I

I

I
I

I
I

.....
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

.

·(
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Abandonment of Burdensome Prcperty : The trustee may abandon any pro
perty which is either worthless or overburdened or for any
other reason certain not to yield any benefit to the general
e state .
Bankrupt : This term refers to a pe�ecn who has been adjudged a bank
rupt by the court but does not include the persons dealt with
in any of the various rehabilitation provisions of the act .
Conciliation Cases : All petitions filed under section 75 (subsections
a-r) are referred to as conciliation cases .
Conciliation Commissioner : Official appointed by the court to assist
in conciliation proceedings ; has full legal a uthority except
that his decisions may be appealed to the judge of the Circuit
C ourt.
�:

This incl udes both the judge and referee in blnkruptcy.

or 5}4nkruptcy :

CoYfts

It should be noted that this term does not have
the same meaning as the word 11 court" alone . It refers to the
District Courts of the United States.

Deptor :

T he petitioner under section 75 subsections (a-r ) is referred
to as the "debtortt -; if the debtor proceeds under subsection ( e ) ,
he is adj udged a b ankrupt. ·

Discharged Cases : The pe titioners in these cases have been relieved of
responsibility for their provable debt as of the date of petition.
Dlsmisseg Cases : No dis charge was granted in these cases; the petitioner
was held responsible for all debts .
Frazier-Lemke Act : Subsection ( s ) of __ section 75 is commonly referred to
as the Frazier-Lemke A c t,

Ins2lvengy : Excess of liabilities over assets as a fair valuati on is
the test of insolvency in bankruptcy proceedings. This is en
tire ly different from the so-called 1 1 equity" test , namely in
ability to pay debts as they mature , which is used in section
75 cases .

Iny�luntarr Bankry.� : This ty pe of proced ure occurs when a debtor is
placed in bankrupt cy by his c reditor s and against his will. Far
mers are expre ss ly prohibit ed from be coming involuntary ba nk
rupts.

This term, unlike the word ncourt " , does not include the referee .
Referee : Judicial office r of the bankruptcy c ourt whose de cisions have
the full force of the court except that hia j urisdi ction may be
reviewed by the j udge .

Judge :
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S9cured Cre� : A crodi tor is secured if there is a lien held by him
or accruing for his benefit on the property of the debtor.
Trustee :

The trustee in a bankruptcy case is e lected by the creditors ;
his chie f duty is to conserve and advance the interests of the
e state entrusted to him.

Unse cured Creditor : A creditor is unsecured if there is no lien held
by him or accruing for his benefit on the property of the debtor .
Voluntary Bankrµptcy : This type of procedure occurs when a debtor files
a petition in the United States District Court and roquosts to
be adj udged a bankrupt . All farmer bankruptcies are voluntary.
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